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Abstract: The increased demand for mobile services has lead to many museums de-
veloping and offering mobile services for their visitors. A literature review shows that
there exist mobile guidance systems suitable for museums, but they are not general-
purpose, and they work only on some mobile devices of museum visitors. Addition-
ally, adding new content to these systems is often troublesome. The practical part of
this thesis describes the development process of an editor software for LieksaMyst, a
mobile game at the Pielinen Museum. Using this editor, which was developed utilizing
the user-centered design method, museum curators can edit existing content and add
new stories to LieksaMyst autonomously.
Cognitive dimensions of notations can be used, among other things, to describe in
common terms the modifiability and understandability of different notations. In this
thesis they are used for evaluating the usability of the features of the editor tool. Ex-
amining the analysis results from four first-time users and the developer provides the
chief conclusion of this thesis, which states that the dimension vocabulary of the cog-
nitive dimensions framework is for its main parts understandable also by first-time
users. Utilizing cognitive dimensions for usability analysis in a software development
project generates beneficial information about usability problems in software, even if
the participants are not experts in the specific software neither in the cognitive dimen-
sions framework. For best results it is recommended to perform the usability analysis
before the software is completely implemented, and to effect changes as necessary. It
is suggested that difficult terms in the cognitive dimensions framework could be ex-
plained to evaluation participants and the results analyzed in greater detail if usability
comments were collected via recorded interviews instead of having participants fill
questionnaires, as was done in this thesis.
Keywords: cognitive dimensions, usability analysis, software development, mobile
guidance, user-centered design
CR Categories (ACM Computing Classification System, 1998 version): K.6.3, H.5.2,
D.2.2, H.1.2
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Tiivistelmä: Lisääntynyt mobiilipalveluiden kysyntä on saanut monet museot kehit-
tämään käyttäjille tarjottuja mobiilipalveluja. Tässä tutkielmassa todetaan kirjallisuus-
katsauksen pohjalta, että museoihin soveltuvia mobiiliopastusjärjestelmiä on olemassa,
mutta ne eivät ole yleiskäyttöisiä ja ne eivät toimi kaikilla museovieraiden mobiililait-
teilla. Myös sisällön syöttäminen näihin järjestelmiin on usein vaivalloista. Tutkielman
käytännön osuudessa kuvataan ohjelmistoprojekti, jossa kehitettiin Pielisen museol-
le aiemmin toteutetun mobiilipelin, LieksaMystin, jatkoksi uusi editorityökalu. Täl-
lä käyttäjäkeskeisen suunnittelun kautta luodulla editorilla museon kuraattorit voivat
omatoimisesti muokata olemassa olevaa sisältöä ja lisätä uusia tarinoita LieksaMys-
tiin.
Niin kutsuttuja notaatiojärjestelmien kognitiivisia dimensioita voidaan käyttää muun
muassa erilaisten notaatioiden eli merkintöjen muokattavuuden ja ymmärrettävyyden
kuvailemiseen yleistajuisin termein. Tässä tutkielmassa niitä käytetään tuotetun edito-
rin eri ominaisuuksien käytettävyyden arvioinnissa. Neljän vapaaehtoisen ensikäyttä-
jän ja editorin kehittäjän arviointien tuloksien tulkitsemisen jälkeen todetaan tutkiel-
man pääyhteenvetona, että kognitiiviset dimensiot -kehyksen dimensiosanasto on pää-
osin myös ensikäyttäjien ymmärrettävissä. Kognitiivisten dimensioiden käyttö käy-
tettävyyden arvioinnissa osana ohjelmistokehitysprojektia tuottaa hyödyllistä tietoa
luodun ohjelmiston käytettävyyden ongelmakohdista, vaikka arvioinnin suorittajat ei-
vät ole kyseisen ohjelmiston saatikka kognitiivisten dimensioiden asiantuntijoita. Te-
hokkuuden parantamiseksi ja analyysitulosten laittamiseksi hyötykäyttöön suositellaan
käytettävyysanalyysi tekemään jo ennen ohjelmiston valmistumista. Vaikeiden termien
selittämiseksi ja tulosten tarkempaa analyysiä varten ehdotetaan käytettäväksi tallen-
nettuja haastatteluita tätä tutkielmaa varten käytetyn lomaketutkimuksen sijaan.
Avainsanat: kognitiiviset dimensiot, käytettävyystutkimus, ohjelmistokehitys, mobii-
liopastus, käyttäjäkeskeinen suunnittelu
ACM-luokat (ACM Computing Classification System, 1998 version): K.6.3, H.5.2,
D.2.2, H.1.2
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List of Abbreviations
CDs Cognitive Dimensions of Notation; a vocabulary and framework for analyz-
ing usability of information artifacts.
GPS Global Positioning System; based on radio signals sent by satellites orbiting
the Earth.
HTML HyperText Markup Language; the most common markup language for web
pages.
ITS Intelligent Tutoring System; a computer system that gives personalized feed-
back or instruction to students autonomously.
J2ME Java 2 Platform, Micro Edition; an older name for Java Platform, Micro
Edition, or JAVA ME, which is a Java platform for mobile phones and other
embedded devices.
QR code Quick Response code; a type of two-dimensional bar codes. Often these
contain a short alpha-numeric code or a URL.
SCORM Sharable Content Object Reference Model; specifies the standards for com-
munication between a client and a host in an e-learning system, and a file
format for transferring learning content.
UI User Interface; the interaction between a user and a machine occurs in the
user interface.
WML Wireless Modeling Language; a markup language for low-powered, i.e., mo-
bile devices, used over wireless application protocol (WAP).
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1 Introduction
A mobile device’s characteristics, such as screen size, impose restrictions on what
kind of mobile services the device can be used for, or more specifically, what kind of
user interface the service can provide on that particular device type. The limitations
in the user interface lead to limitations on what kind and how much content can be
comfortably served on that device.
A mobile service which provides content to be consumed on a mobile device requires
continuously new content to remain fresh. This is imperative for news sites, but slightly
less so for services which are usually not accessed repeatedly by the same user. One
example of this is a mobile service that is offered to visitors in a tourist attraction.
Best results—at least in terms of cost-effectiveness—in the production of new content
can be expected if the experts of the information are able to enter the information into
the system without the need to employ any intermediate hands. This requires a content
management system that is easy to use by people whose expertise is in the content
and not necessarily in the technology. This thesis discusses the development of one
such content management system—or simply, an editor—for LIEKSAMYST, which is
a game played in an outdoor museum. The content in LIEKSAMYST is educative and
based on the history of buildings in the museum area. Having a tailored editor program
for producing more content for LIEKSAMYST allows museum curators to focus on
content instead of technology.
Generally speaking, a good way to understand different people’s requirements and
capabilities involves observing them and letting them tell about themselves and their
needs. In the software world, this observance is explicitly present in the user-centered
design process (Sanders, 2006), which asks that potential users get to test already early
designs of the system under construction and that their opinions will be listened to.
In connection to user-centered design the usability of the end product—which largely
determines the success of the project—is measured with usability testing. One frame-
work for assessing usability is called cognitive dimensions of notation (Green, 1989).
The cognitive dimensions of notation framework was chosen as the evaluation frame-
work in this thesis because it promises several positive things: it provides designers,
developers, and users with common terms for describing a system, users can perform
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a large part of the evaluation by themselves, and the evaluation will be low-cost yet
effective at finding real problems.
In this thesis the cognitive dimensions of notation framework is mostly found to fulfill
its promises as an evaluation tool. Suggestions for using the framework early in the
design and development of software projects will be provided.
The main question of this thesis is: How does the use of cognitive dimensions of no-
tation affect the software development process of a content editor for a mobile game
platform? This question is broken into pieces in Chapter 2, which also contains expla-
nations for the choice of research methodology employed in the thesis.
The thesis is largely based on experiences from the development process of an editor
for a mobile game platform, and the background rationale for this project is given
in Chapter 3. Cognitive dimensions of notation are defined in Chapter 4. The case
study is described in detail in Chapter 5, and the evaluation of the end product of the
development process in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 contains reflections on the whole process
and answers the main research question of the thesis. Finally, the thesis is concluded
in Chapter 8.
2
2 Research Design
In this chapter we will dissect the main research question of this thesis to discover its
constituent parts in preparation for answering those questions. We will also outline the
methodology used in the study, that is, how the study was performed.
2.1 Research Questions
The main question of this thesis is: How does the use of cognitive dimensions of no-
tation affect the software development process of a content editor for a mobile game
platform? This question makes many assumptions which we must fulfill to be able to
answer the question in a satisfying way. First, we should understand what are cogni-
tive dimensions. This is answered in Chapter 4. The cognitive dimensions are tested
in practice by applying them in the evaluation of the case study performed (Chapter 6;
development of the evaluated software is described in Chapter 5). Experiences from
this study are reflected upon in Chapter 7, which will provide an answer to the question
how—and if—the cognitive dimensions of notation can be used to enrich the develop-
ment process, and eventually, to improve software products in general. This includes
an answer to the original research question.
Table 1 contains a summary of which research methods were used to gain insight into
the research questions.
Table 1: Answering the research question in pieces
question/topic answered in method
What are cognitive dimensions of
notation? Chapter 4 literature review
How can a software product be evaluated
using cognitive dimensions? Chapter 6 case study
How does the use of cognitive dimensions
of notation affect the software
development process of a content editor
for a mobile game platform?
Chapter 7 analysis
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2.2 Methodology
Chapters 3 and 4 were written after a rigorous literature review (Cooper, 1998). The
focus of the literature review was to integrate existing knowledge about systems similar
to the one to be constructed and described later in Chapter 5, and about techniques
useful during the construction and evaluation of said system.
A case study (Runeson and Höst, 2009) designing, developing, and evaluating a soft-
ware project was conducted to learn how the acquired theoretical knowledge can be
applied in a real world situation. The results from the case study were analyzed quali-
tatively.
4
3 Background
The editor built in the case study in Chapter 5 is a content editor for an electronic mu-
seum game. The game, LIEKSAMYST, is informative and educative, aimed to function
as an alternative guide into the Pielinen Museum’s exhibition. Thus, in this chapter we
will define, and give examples of, electronic museum guides and content editors. Ad-
ditionally, Section 3.3 will discuss the principles behind user-centered design, which
was used in the development of the editor.
The information in this chapter has been collected through literature review on, in
order, electronic museum guides, authoring tools for m-learning systems, and user-
centered design. The ACM and IEEE digital libraries were utilized to locate a majority
of the literature that is discussed here.
3.1 Electronic Museum Guides
Guidance in museums has traditionally been provided by human experts in the form
of museum tours. This service is still provided (see, e.g., Musée du Louvre, 2012),
but different types of electronic guides have been in use reportedly at least since 1952
(Polygoon Hollands Nieuws, 1952). The first such systems were like tape players, of-
fering little control over the presentation, but by the 1990s the technology had advanced
enough to enable personalized museum tours (Vinni, 2010).
Electronic museum guides fall to the genre of mobile learning, or m-learning, which
can be defined as “any sort of learning that happens when the learner is not at a fixed,
predetermined location, or learning that happens when the learner takes advantage of
the learning opportunities offered by mobile technologies” (O’Malley et al., 2003, p. 6).
For this thesis, we prefer the latter part of this dual definition, and expect m-learning
always to involve a mobile device as a means of delivering or presenting content. By
necessity electronic guidance is usually offered through mobile devices, such as PDAs
or mobile phones. Depending on the service and device type, a carry-on device can
provide, for example, gapless audio guidance, textual description of objects, or even
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videos and animations. Social features, such as enabling visitors to “like” a museum
exhibition on-site1 can also be provided through mobile devices.
Kenteris et al. (2011) divide mobile tourist guides (guides that tourists can access on
their personal or borrowed mobile devices when visiting a place) into four categories:
mobile guides, navigational assistants, web-to-mobile applications and mobile web-
based applications. Mobile guides in this classification are stand-alone applications
that run on mobile phones and offer tourist information. The application might access
information over the network, but the core of the application is installed on the de-
vice. As an example, consider YOURS, VINCENT: THE LETTERS OF VINCENT VAN
GOGH, which is an iPhone (and iPod touch, iPad) application developed for an exhi-
bition about Van Gogh’s letters in the Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam. (VAN GOGH
MUSEUM, 2009) The user can study the letters included in the exhibition before, dur-
ing, or after (or completely separately from) a visit to the museum. The application
contains text, photos, readings of the letters, and video interviews to aid the user in
learning more about the artist and his works.
Navigational assistants are mobile applications that use maps as their basic user inter-
face (UI). These offer route instruction as well as points of interest (POI) information.
For example, GOOGLE MAPS can determine the user’s current location, show bars, at-
tractions, and other businesses close to him or her, and guide him or her to navigate to
those places. GOOGLE MAPS works pretty much anywhere in the world and on most
current mobile devices, either through a native client or in a web browser at the address
maps.google.com.
Web-to-mobile applications in this classification are special in having both a web-based
and a device specific client. For example, GOOGLE MAPS can be accessed in a web
browser at the address maps.google.com, but accessing that URL in a mobile device
might bring up a recommendation to install a mobile application specific to that device
model, if the device and/or the browser program is not powerful enough to show the
map in the browser. Mobile web-based applications, on the other hand, are always
used online through the browser.
The Museum of Modern Art in New York offers several audio tours through their
mobile web sites at www.moma.org/m and www.moma.org/wifi. Basic visitor infor-
1See a blog post “I like museums – Using Facebook’s Like Button to connect with visitors” by Jasper
Visser for an example: http://themuseumofthefuture.com/2010/10/14/ (Accessed February 3, 2012)
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mation and audio guidance can also be accessed through a device specific application
that is available for iPhone and Android devices. (The Museum of Modern Art, 2011)
This is an example of a web-to-mobile application. Conversely, the mobile web site
m.nycgo.com, which offers tourist information about New York (NYC & Company,
2012), does not have a corresponding device specific application, and using it always
requires an internet connection.
3.2 Content Editors
There are many m-learning systems available commercially and as research projects.
All these systems require a convenient method of entering learning resources—be it
text, pictures, sound, video, or interactive tasks—for the system to be of general in-
terest. In this section we will take a look at some existing entry tools—which we call
content editors—for this task. These editors were selected to give an umbrella view
into the area of publicly documented and current authoring tools in the mobile educa-
tional field.
MOBILE AUTHOR (Virvou and Alepis, 2005) is a tool for creating intelligent tutoring
systems (ITSs). ITSs are computer systems that attempt to adapt to the characteristics
of each student and to give personalized instruction and feedback. In a way, ITSs ’care’
about each learner individually (Self, 1999). The tool as well as the resulting tutoring
systems run on a Microsoft IIS server and they can be connected to and operated either
from a computer or a mobile phone that can render WML or HTML pages. The authors
put special emphasis on the utilization of spare time, and thus instructors can access
all functionality through a mobile phone, including authoring domain data (lessons,
student assessment tests) and examining student profiles.
AHA!, the Adaptive Hypermedia Architecture, is an open source platform for deliver-
ing adaptive hypermedia content (De Bra et al., 2003a). A basic example of adaptivity
available in the system is the inclusion or exclusion of fragments of content in a web
page based on whether the user has visited another page in advance. AHA! is im-
plemented as Java Servlets running on a web server (Apache/Tomcat), and users can
access it using any web browser.
There are several editors for AHA! implemented as Java applets (De Bra et al., 2005,
2007). The GRAPH AUTHOR TOOL is used to define concepts (topics of the appli-
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(a) The user interface of TEST EDITOR
(b) The test running in a Java applet in a web browser
(c) The test running as a
J2ME midlet on a mobile
phone emulator
Figure 1: Editing and taking a test using TEST EDITOR for AHA!. This is the example
test of the AHA! tutorial available at (De Bra, 2012)
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cation’s content) and their hierarchy and relationships. CONCEPT EDITOR can also
be used for editing concepts, but in a more low-level style. FORM EDITOR is used
for creating custom HTML forms inside an AHA! application. These forms could be
used for example for allowing a user to enter his or her profile information. The TEST
EDITOR is used to create multiple choice tests. These tests can be taken either in a
Java applet inside a web page or by running a J2ME midlet on a mobile phone (see
Figure 1). Work on a new high-level tool called COURSE EDITOR has been started
(De Bra et al., 2007), but the status of this tool is unknown. This tool is supposed to,
for example, enable export and import to and from SCORM format.
(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 2: MLTUTOR determines the user’s learning style by asking 33 questions at
first use on a phone. Examples of the questions are shown in figures 2b–2d. Figure 2e
shows one possible profile built based on answers to the questions
MLTUTOR (Zatarain et al., 2008) is specifically designed to support presenting adap-
tive learning material (instead of just tests) on mobile devices. An author of learning
material produces material to match four different learning styles: logical/mathemati-
cal, verbal/linguistic, visual/spatial, and musical/rhythmic. The system determines the
learning style of the user by asking him or her a series of questions the first time s/he
accesses a course produced by MLTUTOR on a phone (see Figure 2). An intelligent
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(a) Editing the introduction part of the example course (b) The example course as
shown on a phone
Figure 3: MLTUTOR authoring tool (version 20090602 from MLTutor (2012)) editing
an example course Curso de Fotografía. Of alternative parts (shown horizontally in the
editor) the one that best matches the user’s profile is shown on the phone
component in the system decides which material best suits the determined learning
style. See Figure 3 for an example of the adaptation.
MOLES (Mobile Learning Exploration System) is a system for mobile learning through
multimedia interactive assignments (MIAs). These assignments are created, by stu-
dents, using MOLES CREATOR on a web browser, and they contain all information,
resources and questions for a school trip or a pervasive game. The assignments can be
accessed in MOLES PLAYER during an outing, and viewed with MOLES PRESENTER
after returning to the class room. Also a MOLES PLAYER APP for Android phones
has been in the plans (University of Luebeck, 2012). Earlier, MINI MOLES FOR PDA,
MINI MOLES FOR MOBILE PHONE, and WEB MINI MOLES (Winkler et al., 2009)
could be used for authoring and taking assignments on the go.
MOLES is special, and different from other editors discussed in this section, in that
the authoring tools are used by students starting from the age of 10 years, rather than
by teachers or content experts (Melzer et al., 2006). This implies requirements on
the usability of the system, and for the smallest kids (age 12 and below) a simplified
graphical user interface was used. The use of students as authors stems from the desire
to avoid the gap between formal classroom education and the learning situation in
a field trip, which may appear if the students in the classroom are bare receivers of
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information, rather than active contributors and creators for the activity they will have
outdoors (Melzer et al., 2007). See Figure 4 for the authoring model advocated in the
KiMM (Kids in Media and Motion) project at the University of Lübeck.
Teacher preparing and creating Students learning
Concept Content &
Questionnaires
Experience
& Record
Presentation
& Discussion
(a) In the ’common’ model students’ active participation begins only after the material has been created
Teacher preparing Students creating and learning
Concept Content &
Questionnaires
Experience
& Record
Presentation
& Discussion
(b) In the KiMM model students are in control of authoring and constructing the learning material
Figure 4: Difference between the ’common’ model and the KiMM (Kids in Media
and Motion) model in involving students in authoring outdoor learning material (after
Melzer et al. (2007))
Melzer et al. (2006) describe also another interesting problem that was encountered
during their use of MOLES. Student groups often walked around the city (Lübeck,
Germany) unsupervised and the teachers wanted assurance that the students visited
each required place. This was accomplished by using GPS positioning and code names
to be found in the correct physical locations. When the GPS indicated the students
were in the correct place or they found and entered the correct code name, they could
continue. This change is said to turn the project into a geogame, which are location-
based games (Kiefer et al., 2006).
COURSEMILL R and LECTORA R PUBLISHER by Trivantis Corporation are examples
of commercial e-learning systems (Trivantis, 2011). In addition to HTML format the
created learning material can be published on several kinds of mobile devices. Support
for iPhone and HTML5 output together with audio and video conversion to formats
supported by most recent mobile phones, such as phones running Android, is included.
As commercial products support for content formats, such as Flash, is extensive.
ARIS2, Augmented Reality and Interactive Storytelling, (Gagnon, 2010b) is both an
authoring tool for creating location-aware mobile applications, and an iPhone applica-
2http://arisgames.org
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tion to access said services. Most of the services are currently stored on a server at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, but since ARIS is open-source and available under
a permissive license, there can be installments also elsewhere.
The authoring tool of ARIS is based on Flash and accessed in a web browser. In it,
different activities and media objects can be placed on a map to be triggered when
the client device—an iPhone or iPod—is in the correct location according to GPS,
or when the user takes a picture of the correct QR code with the device. Some of
the other known features include: situated riddles, the solution of which is used as a
short answer; taking photos and recording sounds; and a branching dialogue, where
the player chooses her lines from a pre-defined set of responses to use in a discussion
with a virtual character.
ARIS is interesting for the emphasis put on the narrative and location of the games.
For example, in Dow Day (Gagnon, 2010a) the player acts as a news reporter and walks
around the University of Wisconsin campus to study what happened there in 1967, and
in Mentira (Holden and Sykes, 2011) the players study Spanish while trying to solve a
murder-mystery by following clues in a Spanish-speaking neighborhood.
Instead of requiring a dedicated editor program for composing learning material, some
systems can work with material produced with other tools, which may be more familiar
for potential authors. For example, INTERBOOK (Brusilovsky et al., 1998) expects
its content, an adaptive electronic textbook, to be prepared in Microsoft Word. The
document to be used as a textbook should have a special structure, with the document
styles, such as header 1 and header 2, separating the content into logical sections.
Hidden text, annotations, should be added after each section header to specify the
prerequisite and outcome concepts for that section. The reader is assumed to know
the outcome concepts, or terms, after reading a particular section, and knowing those
concepts enables access to other sections, for which those terms are prerequisite.
The specially formatted and annotated Word file is first saved in RTF (Rich-Text For-
mat) format, which is further converted into HTML with an RTF to HTML converter.
The INTERBOOK system parses the HTML file and uses the document structure, an-
notations, and the student models to generate adapted presentations of the material as
students access INTERBOOK through a web browser.
There exists an INTERBOOK to AHA! compiler (De Bra et al., 2003b; Ramp et al.,
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2005), which shows that there exists a need for straightforward authoring mechanisms
for adaptive hypermedia systems. A similar need can be assumed for any m-learning
authoring: potential authors are more willing to use tools that they are familiar with or
can learn with minimal time, than first learning about a new, complex tool which they
might not have to use ever again.
See Table 2 for a summary of the systems discussed in this section. The table lists
for each system its main use, type of the editor interface, the type of data storage,
and the content and interaction types that can be used. Common for all these systems
apart from INTERBOOK is that the authoring tool works only with that specific system.
Common data formats, like SCORM, give hope that material produced for one system
can, at least to some extent, be utilized also in other systems. In this way authors are
able to spend their time with tools that they are familiar with, without losing the ability
to target more possible uses for the produced material.
Of the editors discussed in this section only ARIS could be used to build guided tours
for a museum without modifications. The other systems could be used for studying
information about the collections before or after a museum visit, but the best utility
during the visit can be reached when the system can ’sense’ the location of the visitor
and can thus automatically provide information of the object the visitor is standing next
to. This is particularly practical in outdoor museums and other open areas where GPS
locating is possible.
3.3 User-Centered Design
Usability is sometimes defined as the “extent to which a product can be used by speci-
fied users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use” (ISO, 1999). Based on this definition it is easy to conclude
that good usability leads to better effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction from the
users part. On a wider scale, this leads to noticeable benefits also on the product’s (or
system’s) developers’ side as satisfied users are more likely to continue using a product
and even to recommend it to their friends (Swaak et al., 2009). Thus, good usability is
a goal worth striving for.
The ISO 13407 Standard3, “Human-centred design processes for interactive systems”
3ISO 13407 was revised in 2010 by a newer standard, ISO 9241-210:2010 Ergonomics of human-
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Table 2: Authoring systems for mobile content
system target editing UI
underlying
storage
interactive
content
media types
MOBILE
AUTHOR
(Virvou and
Alepis, 2005)
ITS au-
thoring
WML or
HTML on
any
computer
or mobile
device
database
multiple
choice, fill
in the blank,
true/false
any
supported in
hyper media
(WML or
HTML)
Editors for
AHA!
(De Bra et al.,
2007)
creating
adaptive
hyper
media,
building
comput-
erized
tests
Java
applets
(Swing)
MySQL,
XML
multiple
choice (with
TEST
EDITOR;
arbitrary
forms with
FORM
EDITOR for
HTML use)
any
supported in
hyper media
(HTML
pages)
MLTUTOR
(Zatarain
et al., 2008)
ITS au-
thoring
Java
XML
(SCORM)
multiple
choice
text, images,
audio,
videos
WEB MINI
MOLES
(Winkler
et al., 2009;
Melzer et al.,
2006)
mobile
learning
mobile
phone or
PDA web
browser
unspeci-
fied
multiple
choice, text
input, audio
recording,
taking
photos,
drawing
text, audio,
photos,
drawing
COURSEMILL,
LECTORA
PUBLISHER
by Trivantis
(Trivantis,
2011)
learning
manage-
ment
Windows
program,
“Power-
Point
type”
propri-
etary, can
exchange
SCORM
many
text, audio,
photos,
video,
(Flash)
ARIS
(Gagnon,
2010b)
mobile
learning
experi-
ences
Flash
(accessed
through a
web
browser)
MySQL
branching
dialogue,
“collecting”
items, others
text, audio,
photos,
video
INTERBOOK
(Brusilovsky
et al., 1998)
adaptive
elec-
tronic
text-
books
Word
RTF,
HTML
none text, photos
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(ISO, 1999), specifies that a human-centred design process is a design process that
comes about through active participation of users, informed decisions about what func-
tions are to be performed by the system under construction and what should be done
by humans, iterative development of the design, and multi-disciplinary work.
Through these characteristics the user and task requirements are more likely under-
stood correctly, the users can voice their opinions throughout the process, preliminary
designs can be tested early, and the experience from diverse people can be taken into
account in the design. All this should lead to better usability and further to economic
and social benefits (ISO, 1999). Furthermore, Mayhew (1999, pp. 451–452) lists as po-
tential benefits of involving usability engineering in the development process: reduced
likelihood for late design changes, user errors, and need for user or customer training
and support; and increased user productivity or better sales and market penetration.
ISO 13407 uses the term human-centred design, whereas some other sources use us-
ability engineering, user-centered design, usage-centered design, or even usability
guided interaction design to describe essentially the same thing (Jokela, 2010). In
this thesis we have chosen to use the term user-centered design (UCD) except when
talking directly about the ISO 13407 standard.
Identify need
for human-centred
design
Understand and
specify the context
of use
Specify the user
and organizational
requirements
Produce design
solutions
Evaluate
designs against
requirements
System
satisfies specified
requirements
Figure 5: Human-centred design activities specified in ISO 13407 (ISO, 1999). The
activities are applied iteratively until the result satisfies the requirements
system interaction – Part 210: Human-centred design for interactive systems. For our consideration, the
relevant parts of the standard have not changed substantially.
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The ISO 13407 Standard specifies four activities a system development project should
contain for human-centred design to take place: understanding and specifying the con-
text of use, specifying the user and organizational requirements, producing design so-
lutions, and evaluating designs against requirements (see Figure 5) (ISO, 1999). These
activities are repeated until a satisfactory result is achieved and the product is ready for
release.
Participatory design is closely related to user-centered design, but the two are not
the same thing. In participatory design the users (and other participants) are strongly
present in the decision making and they have access to the same tools as the experts.
In user-centered design the users are seen rather as subjects than as active co-creators.
(Sanders, 2006)
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4 Cognitive Dimensions of Notation
Cognitive Dimensions of Notation (CDs) is a usability analysis framework originally
developed by Green (1989). It is based on the idea of defining a common vocabulary
with which all parties, for example users and developers, can describe the character-
istics of a certain notational system. The initial work was focused on programming
languages and environments, but has since been applied to different domains, such as
music typesetting (Blackwell and Green, 2000).
In brief, usability evaluation using the cognitive dimensions of notation framework
consists of determining the activities a user wishes to perform, studying the system’s
support for those activities in terms of cognitive dimensions, and studying which kind
of trade-offs would be induced by improving weak features (Green, 2000).
In this chapter we will introduce information artifacts (Section 4.1), the cognitive di-
mensions (Section 4.2), and the classes of activities (Section 4.3).
4.1 Information Artifacts
The cognitive dimensions framework considers information artifacts—as Green (2000)
calls any system that the framework can be applied on, such as household appliances
and computer systems—to consist of four components: notation (or interaction lan-
guage), a medium of interaction, an editing environment, and sub-devices.
The medium of interaction is the concrete device or object, on which the interaction is
performed. This can be for example paper, or in a computer system the display and
keyboard. According to Green (2000) the persistence (or transience) and freedom of
order (or constrains on the order) are the essential attributes of the medium.
The editing environment is the environment in which the notation is edited. The envi-
ronment is closely related to the medium. For example, a word processor program and
a pen and paper are different environments for editing text. The environment contains
the tools for modifying the notation, which is stored on, or transferred via, the medium.
(Green and Blackwell, 1998)
The notation consists of the graphical elements through which the user communicates
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with the system. This is typically text (on screen and on keyboard) and pictures, but
is not necessarily completely visual; Green (2000) calls invisible notation, such as
pressing buttons on a radio, an interaction language.
The analysis of interactive systems can, in some cases, target different conceptual lay-
ers. For example, in an editor for a programming language, the programming language
is the notation in one layer, and the editor is the environment. The notation can also
be considered to be the key presses and mouse actions used to enter or modify the pro-
gram code, in which case the environment consists of the keyboard and mouse. (Green
and Blackwell, 1998)
The core point of evaluation using the cognitive dimensions framework is to consider
how good the notation (or interaction language) is for its purpose, considering the
desired activities, the environment, medium of interaction, and possible sub-devices
(see 4.2 for definition). Sub-devices often maintain their own notation which can be
further analyzed similarly to the main notation.
4.2 Cognitive Dimensions
Cognitive dimensions are the words in the vocabulary of the CDs framework. There is a
growing number of recognized dimensions. Following the detailed analysis performed
in the CDs tutorial (Green and Blackwell, 1998), six dimensions will be considered in
depth in this study: viscosity, hidden dependencies, premature commitment, abstrac-
tions, visibility, and secondary notation. Other recognized dimensions include close-
ness of mapping, consistency, diffuseness, error-proneness, hard mental operations,
progressive evaluation, provisionality, and role-expressiveness (Green and Blackwell,
1998), and possibly others (Blackwell, 2000).
Viscosity describes how hard it is to modify something in the notation. One can differ-
entiate two main types of viscosity: repetition viscosity and knock-on viscosity. Repe-
tition viscosity means that the same action has to be applied multiple times to maintain
consistency—often in the user’s mind—such as changing the spelling from UK En-
glish to American English in a set of documents. Knock-on viscosity, on the other
hand, refers to the need to fix other parts of the notation as a response to a change,
such as having to reorganize other entries after a change to an appointment in a full
timetable. (Green and Blackwell, 1998)
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Hidden dependencies mean that a component depends on another one, but the depen-
dency is not visible. Discovering the dependencies requires searching, if it is at all
possible. For example, links between HTML documents are one-way, and determining
the documents that link to a specific document is generally not possible with full cer-
tainty. A dependency can be hidden even if all dependencies are two-way: there can
be chains of local dependencies, and although every pairwise dependency is perfectly
visible, the indirect dependencies are less so. (Green and Blackwell, 1998)
Premature commitment implies requirements on the order of doing things, such that
the things done first would have been easier to accomplish if the order had been more
flexible. Two examples are having to choose cutlery before food in a restaurant, and the
problems with space an amateur signwriter might encounter when starting to paint a
sign without certainty about the required width for the final sign (Blackwell and Green,
2003; Green and Blackwell, 1998). Guessing (for example, the placement and size of
the first letters in a sign) can sometimes be avoided by looking ahead. For example,
a signwriter might draw the text on some other material to check the measures before
painting the actual sign. In this case enforced lookahead is substituted for premature
commitment.
Abstractions are used to provide alternative, usually higher level, views into some part
of the notation, or to change the notation by adding new terms. Examples of abstraction
are styles in word processors, macros to replace multi-step actions with shorter key
presses, data structures, find and replace commands, and even the memory of some
desk phone models, which allows calling numbers stored in the phone memory with
speed dial codes. (Green and Blackwell, 1998; Blackwell and Green, 2003)
The use of abstractions can cause problems because the sub-devices (see below) used
for abstraction management add complexity into the system and can have their own
problems. Abstractions can also be hard to comprehend, and especially systems that
require abstractions to be learned before use (abstraction barrier) or to be used ex-
tensively (abstraction-hungry systems) impose an additional learning need on users.
(Green and Blackwell, 1998)
Visibility (and juxtaposability) means the ability to see the components of the notation
easily, either alone or for example side by side (juxtaposed). Problems with visibility
arise easily if a system is used in a way different from the intended, such as trying
to identify the owner of a specific phone number by referring to a traditional phone
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book. Navigating a deep menu or a categorized link list suffers from poor visibility, if
reaching the target takes more steps than what is desirable. Juxtaposability is useful for
checking that similar parts are built or modified consistently. (Green and Blackwell,
1998)
Secondary notation provides users with an alternative or additional view into the no-
tation. Two types of secondary notation can be defined. Redundant recoding provides
information in a form that is unnecessary for the syntax. For example, program code
might be color-coded to make it easier for a programmer to read, but the color cod-
ing is not part of the syntax and the compiler does not use it. The control knobs
in a domestic appliance might be grouped by functionality, although the placement
has no technological reason. Escape from formalism means the ability to add com-
ments or other annotation. Programming languages typically allow adding comments
to the source code. Paper calendars allow any number of comments, highlighting, and
personalization—electronic calendars are much more limited.
Secondary notation can add viscosity to the system, as keeping it up-to-date takes
effort. Color-coding program code is performed by the program code editor (or a
pretty-printer), but program comments and other annotations need to be maintained
manually. (Green and Blackwell, 1998)
Improving in one cognitive dimension often leads to change in some other dimension.
For example, Green and Petre (1996) list the following trade-offs: adding abstractions
can reduce viscosity, but it may also create hidden dependencies and reduce visibility.
Abstractions also contribute to the closeness of mapping and hard mental operations.
Secondary notations can be used to circumvent limitations and oddities in the main
notation, but at the same time moving one’s attention from one notation to another
may be distracting.
A system may include so called sub-devices, which are used in accessing specific parts
of the system functionality. For example, the search function in many text processing
programs opens a new window, into which words to be searched can be entered. This
is a helper device that is built into the system. A helper device can also be informal
and originate from outside the system, like a Post-It note that is used as a to-do list of
things to write about in the text document. (Blackwell and Green, 2007)
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Another type of sub-devices are redefinition devices. These include things that change
the main notation, for example by allowing to define keyboard shortcuts or macros.
The notation used in sub-devices is separate from the main notation. Consequently, the
cognitive dimensions for them should be considered separately.
4.3 Activities
The activities desired to be performed on a system under evaluation are classified into
five categories: incrementation, modification, transcription, exploratory design, and
searching.4 Each of these activities places slightly different demands on the system.
Consequently, when evaluating a system one should know for which purpose it is used
(Green, 2000; Blackwell and Green, 2003). In this section we will go through the
classes of activities and discuss how a system should be placed on the cognitive di-
mensions for each type of activity.
Incrementation means adding a (relatively) small amount of information into an ex-
isting body of work, such as adding a few lines of code into a computer program or
adding a formula to a spreadsheet. The structure of information should not change.
Of cognitive dimensions, premature commitment and abstraction barrier (the need to
learn new abstractions to be able to use a system), can be harmful for incrementation,
whereas other dimensions are less crucial.
Modification means restructuring the information in some way without necessarily
adding new information. This could be for example modifying a computer program
or spreadsheet to solve a different problem. Modification is a demanding activity: vis-
cosity for the change should be low; and hidden dependencies, premature commitment,
abstraction barrier, and poor visibility can make modification very difficult.
Transcription means copying (or translating) information from some other source, such
as copying book details to an index card or implementing a formula in program code
(Blackwell and Green, 2003). In this activity the user can typically operate in one go,
without having to go back to information she or he has already entered. Premature
4These five activities are considered in the questionnaire used during the workshops with users (Sec-
tion 6.3). Blackwell and Green (2003) mention also the activity of exploratory understanding (for
example, “discovering structure or algorithm”).
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commitment and abstraction barrier can be harmful, but otherwise requirements on the
dimensions are low.
Exploratory design means trying things out without certainty about the final product—
it has to be discovered. For example, typographic design and sketching are exploratory
activities (Green and Blackwell, 1998). Exploratory design is by nature like repeated
modification and it has similar requirements for the cognitive dimensions, except that
maintaining abstractions and secondary notation is more troublesome.
Searching means looking for the place of a particular information in the notation, such
as the call sites of a function in a computer program. Searching depends on good
visibility, and secondary notation can make it easier and abstraction barrier harder.
A summary of the activities is presented in Table 3. A dimension marked with – in the
table is irrelevant for the activity. The scale for the other cells is not vital, important
for dimensions that are solely positive; and harmful, acceptable, useful, very useful for
dimensions that are negative in wording.
Table 3: Importance of cognitive dimensions for classes of user activities. The table is
adapted from (Green and Blackwell, 1998, p. 42) by adding a column for the searching
activity
incremen-
tation
modifica-
tion
transcrip-
tion
exploratory
design
searching
viscosity acceptable harmful acceptable harmful –
hidden
dependencies
acceptable harmful acceptable
acceptable
for small
tasks
–
premature
commitment
harmful harmful harmful harmful –
abstraction
barrier
harmful harmful harmful harmful harmful
abstraction
hunger
useful useful useful harmful –
visibility and
juxtaposabil-
ity
not vital important not vital important important
secondary
notation
– very useful useful harmful useful
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5 Case Study: Development of an Editor for LIEKSA-
MYST
The research was performed as a case study, the case being the development process
of a specialized editor program to be used by museum curators. The editor was de-
veloped to accommodate the LIEKSAMYST system. The author had local knowledge
about the museum and was the main developer of the editor and a key contributor for
LIEKSAMYST.
Section 5.1 will introduce LIEKSAMYST, and sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 give out the
requirements, design, and implementation of the editor, respectively. The case study is
summarized in Section 5.5.
5.1 LieksaMyst
Lieksa is a small town—population approximately 12,800, area 4,067.8km2—in East-
ern Finland (Town of Lieksa, 2012). It is the home of Pielinen Museum,5 the second
largest open air museum in Finland. This living museum hosts over 70 old buildings
and over 100,000 objects. The wooden buildings of the open air exhibition have been
transferred to the museum area from different parts of Lieksa, and they showcase the
farming and forestry history of the region, mainly from the last two centuries. The
open air exhibition is open during summers from May 15th to September 15th. The
indoor hall, which houses smaller items and temporal exhibitions, is open round the
year.
LIEKSAMYST is a mobile game offered to the visitors in the Pielinen Museum. It has
been developed on the foundation of SCIMYST (Islas Sedano et al., 2007; Laine et al.,
2009b), which was a mobile adventure game developed by computer science students
of the then University of Joensuu that was offered to visitors of the SCIFEST6 science
festival in Joensuu in 2007–2009. LIEKSAMYST was developed during 2007–2011
as a joint project between university researchers and museum personnel with partial
financial support from Finland’s National Board of Antiquities.7 Although clearly a
5http://www.lieksa.fi/museo
6http://www.scifest.fi/english.php
7http://www.nba.fi
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game, the aim of LIEKSAMYST is to make people learn something new by providing
information about the history and objects in the exhibition, and thus it could be cate-
gorized according to the classification of Kenteris et al. (2011) (see Section 3.1) as a
mobile guide.
LIEKSAMYST has been defined both as a hypercontextualized game (Islas Sedano
et al., 2011) and as a pervasive learning environment (Laine et al., 2009a). Consid-
ering the hypercontextualized game (HCG) aspect, LIEKSAMYST is a game that has
been “designed and developed in, with and for the specific context” (Islas Sedano et al.,
2011), which basically means that it has been developed in close collaboration with lo-
cal experts and the result is specifically tailored and tied to the particular physical space
and socio-cultural environment. Rather than aiming for worldwide audience with a
single and generic application, LIEKSAMYST—or perhaps rather the stories in it, as
we will see—has been specifically built for a limited audience, namely the visitors to
Pielinen Museum.
LIEKSAMYST has been studied and analyzed as a pervasive learning space, or envi-
ronment (Laine et al., 2009a, 2010). Pervasive learning spaces (PLS) “provide per-
sonal interaction between the learners, the environment and the relevant educational
content”, and when done properly, the “learning materials are delivered in a correct
format at the right place in right time” (Laine et al., 2010).
When a player asks at the museum reception to play LIEKSAMYST, she is given a
mobile phone (currently either a Nokia E52 or Nokia N95) and instructions for play.
She can play in Finnish, English, or starting from 2012, in German. In the game, she
is first greeted with the welcome screen shown in Figure 6a. When she presses “Con-
tinue” (the middle navigation button on the phone’s physical keypad) she eventually
gets to enter her nickname and to choose a location and story that she wants to play.
Currently the player can choose either Anna’s story in Virsuvaara or Jussi’s story in
Pusurinjoki logging camp, but there can be more locations and more than one story in
each location.
Currently each story is also hosted by one story character only—either Anna or Jussi—
but there is no technical limit on the number of characters in LIEKSAMYST nor in a
single story. A neutral Phone character has been used in some screens of the stories, for
example to introduce the actual host and to help with using the phone (see Figure 6e).
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(a) the welcome screen (b) a screen with text (c) a screen with text and photo
(d) a multiple choice question (e) an object search screen (f) a negative feedback line after
a wrong answer
Figure 6: Screenshots (non-contiguous) from a player’s phone while playing Jussi’s (a
male logger) story in LIEKSAMYST
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Each story consists of scenes, which can contain screens of text, photos, and sounds
(see Figure 7 for a schematic description). There can also be multiple choice questions,
and tasks where the player has to physically locate an object in the building and enter
on the phone screen the number that is written on a piece of wood close to the object.
She can only continue after entering the correct number, and thus the player has to be
physically present and active to go forward. In some tasks there are two alternative
objects to look for, such as two different models of roasters for coffee. In these cases
the object the player chooses determines the immediately following feedback screen,
but otherwise a single scene proceeds in the current version of LIEKSAMYST always
linearly.
story part
scene
activity final scene
text photo
story part
sound question and options feedback
texttext photo
text and photo
instruction
activity
input screen feedback
text photo
final scene
sound text
a multichoice questionlocating an object
sound
Figure 7: The structure of a scene in LIEKSAMYST. Each rectangle with rounded
corners corresponds to one screen on the mobile phone screen, except sound, which
depicts a sound that is (optionally) playing in the screen immediately on the left in the
diagram
Scenes are ordered to form time periods, or story paths,8 so that a single scene, say
having breakfast, might appear in the morning and all day periods, but not in the after-
noon. This division to morning, afternoon and all day is used in the current stories to
give the players a choice based on how much time they have available for playing. For
8The alternative term story path highlights the freedom to compose paths from arbitrary scenes
without necessarily having to split a story based on time
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example, playing the morning part of Anna’s story might take 15 minutes, whereas the
whole day could take 30 minutes, although personal variation is possible.
Figure 8 shows the structure of time periods for Jussi’s story. In Jussi’s story the time
periods are linear, but there can also be alternative scenes. For example, in Anna’s story
the Ironing and Making Coffee scenes are alternatives in the morning. When there is
a choice like that, the player is presented with a screen that allows her to choose the
following scene according to her liking. A similar screen is presented also when the
player has to choose the time period.
Figure 8 shows also the difference between defining the order of scenes in the old
SCIMYST model and in the current LIEKSAMYST model. In the old SCIMYST model
the order was built implicitly by specifying followers (next) and requirements (re-
quires) for each scene. In the LIEKSAMYST model time periods are explicitly ordered
subsets of all scenes in a story.
p1_s0 : Introduction
next: morning, afternoon or all_day
morning : Morning
next: p1_s1
afternoon : Afternoon
next: p1_s4b
all_day : Whole day
next: p1_s1
p1_s1 : 6:00 - Wake Up
next: p1_s2
p1_s4a : 9:00 - Getting Ready II
requires: morning
enables
p1_s4b : 9:00 - Getting Ready  II
requires: afternoon or all_day
next: p1_s5
enables
enablesp1_s2 : 7:00 - Breakfastnext: p1_s3
p1_s5 : 16:30 - The return
next: p1_s6
p1_s3 : 8:00 - Getting Ready
next: p1_s4a or p1_s4b
p1_s6 : 5:30 - Payment
next: p1_s7
p1_s7 : 9:00 - Goodbye
(a) the old SCIMYST model
p1_s0: Introduction
morning: Morning
all_day: Whole day
afternoon: Afternoon
p1_s1: 6:00 - Wake Up
p1_s2: 7:00 - Breakfast
p1_s3: 8:00 - Getting Ready
p1_s4a: 9:00 - Getting Ready
p1_s4b: 12:00 - Camp Fire
p1_s5: 16:30 - The Return
p1_s6: 17:30 - Salary
p1_s7: 21:00 - Goodbye
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
3 3
4 4
5
5
6 3
7 4
8 5
Introduction Morning AfternoonWhole day
(b) the new LIEKSAMYST model
Figure 8: The mechanism for defining the order of scenes. Note that the titles of the
scenes have been slightly refined after moving on to use the new model
During the design period of LIEKSAMYST museum visitors reported their preference
to use their imagination in the museum as well as their desire to see more life in the
exposition (Islas Sedano et al., 2011). LIEKSAMYST was designed to answer to these
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desires by presenting an enticing narrative on a phone and actively involving the play-
ers in the story, urging them to look around and to imagine the purpose and use of
different objects. Consequently, there are no points, penalties, nor external rewards
in LIEKSAMYST. Instead, the reward comes internally from each player, from their
ability to fulfill their curiosity about what will happen next (Islas Sedano et al., 2007).
After completing a time period a player can go through another time period in the
same story or play another story in another location. The player can also leave a short
comment in the game’s guest book, which can later be accessed on a computer through
the museum’s web site.
It is worth noting that most of the objects that LIEKSAMYST asks players to locate, are
objects that visitors to the museum have indicated as being somehow interesting. In the
summer of 2008, five buildings in the museum area (locations where we were planning
to locate stories) were equipped with little pieces of strong paper, pencils, and strings,
and visitors were given a simple task: if you see an object that you think is interesting
and you do not know the purpose of, write any question or comment about the object on
the paper and attach it (carefully) to the object. In total 119 visitors contributed in this
phase of the design (Islas Sedano et al., 2011). The selected objects included things
like specially decorated dishes, lamps, coffee pots and ironing tools (see Figure 9).9
These objects play now a central part in the stories of LIEKSAMYST.
(a) a lamp in Virsuvaara house:
“Did this work with oil?”
(b) a jug in Luka’s house: “Why
there is a spouted jug at the
door?”
(c) a snaffle bit in Virsuvaara
house: “What was this used
for?”
Figure 9: Some of the questions attached to objects by museum visitors in 2008
9Some of the indicated objects can be seen in the project blog at http://ubiquelab.
joensuu.fi/lieksa/
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5.2 Requirements for the Editor
LIEKSAMYST had initially two stories, both of them in Finnish and English: one for
Anna, a lady of a farm house in Virsuvaara house, and one for Jussi, a logger in the
Pusurinjoki logging camp. However, based on museum visitors’ preferences from 2007
(phase I in Islas Sedano et al., 2011) and discussions between museum curators and
the developers, in total five locations were planned to house stories: Virsuvaara house,
the log cabin from Pusurinjoki, Luka’s house, mills, and the horse-powered raft for
pulling logs. The first two stories were entered into LIEKSAMYST by the developers
in XML format (see Figure 10). This format was not considered adequate for use by
museum curators, whose expertise is not computer science. Yet, the curators would
have the required expertise and resources to write new stories. Thus, a story editor was
called for.
The requirements for the editor were gathered and refined along time following the
user-centered design paradigm. Although fully formal documentation and specifica-
tion processes were omitted at the time, in retrospect it is possible to list the func-
tional and non-functional requirements that were either explicitly or implicitly brought
forward during the development. These requirements are listed next after discussing
interoperability with LIEKSAMYST.
5.2.1 Interoperability with LIEKSAMYST
LIEKSAMYST is based on a client-server architecture, in which most of the game logic
and content is located on a server machine and downloaded on demand wirelessly to
the client devices. The server side of LIEKSAMYST is run on a single server machine
and it is typically not operated beyond being turned on in the morning and off in the
evening.
Also the client devices—mobile phones—are operated in a different context than the
editor. Thus, there were no special coherency requirements of user interface between
the three. However, the editor should naturally work with the format of content used in
LIEKSAMYST, although we could change that format as long as the existing content—
Anna’s and Jussi’s stories saved in XML—would be transferable to the new format and
we would update the LIEKSAMYST code base accordingly.
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<enigmas>
<!   VIRSUVAARA ENIGMAS   >
<enigma id="v1_s0" type="invitation" location="100">
<title>Introduction</title>
<scene>
<!   ...   >
<part id="5" actor="default">
<content>Let me introduce you Anna, the lady of this house. She is 40 years old. </content>
<object type="image" id="101000" />
</part>
<part id="6" actor="anna">
<content>Hello !!PLAYER_NAME!!. I am Anna, the lady of this house. I heard you will help me with my
activities for a while. It is a pleasure to host you.</content>
</part>
<part id="7" actor="anna">
<content>But first let us go through some facts about this home. I don’t know how much you know about
it.</content>
<question>v1_s0_q1</question> <!   question below:Do you know how many people used to live in here?   >
<feedback>Yes, a total of 18 persons live here. Besides me, there are my husband, my six children, the
grandparents and one uncle.</feedback>
</part>
<part id="8" actor="anna">
<content>One parish apprentice lives with us too, as it is the convention of this time.</content>
</part>
<!   ...   >
</scene>
<final_scene actor="anna">
<content></content>
<follow_up_scene>But wait, you should let me know first which part of the day (the morning, the afternoon, or whole
day), will you be joining me.</follow_up_scene>
</final_scene>
<questions>
<question id="v1_s0_q1" points="12">
<mimetype>text/plain</mimetype>
<content>Do you know how many persons live in here now (in 1895)?</content>
<hints>
<hint>Five persons</hint>
<hint>Ten persons</hint>
<hint correct="true">Eighteen persons</hint>
</hints>
<extra_info></extra_info>
</question>
</questions>
<next>morning</next>
<next>afternoon</next>
<next>all_day</next>
</enigma>
<!   ...   >
</enigmas>
Figure 10: Part of a scene from Anna’s story in the original XML format
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The possibility of replacing LIEKSAMYST completely and using, for example, any of
the editing systems and their associated presentation tools mentioned in Section 3.2
has not been considered before. Technically, the user interface for the basic features of
LIEKSAMYST—showing text and pictures, asking for a choice from a set of options,
asking to enter a numeric code—could be implemented in HTML, so that the client
devices would access the service via their web browsers. The user interface would
look and work different from the existing LIEKSAMYST, though, as it would not be
possible to associate key presses on the physical keypad of the phone with actions in the
game as closely as in the current implementation. For touchscreen phones an HTML
interface would pose no problems, but touchscreen phones were not as prevalent in the
early days of LIEKSAMYST and the editor—around 2007–2009—as they are today.
In case some other system would be flexible enough to act as a story engine similar
to LIEKSAMYST and would produce customizable HTML output, it and the editor for
it could substitute for LIEKSAMYST and the custom editor described in this thesis.
However, the user interface of the editor would have to be available in Finnish, and it
would have to be simple yet supportive to enable efficient use by museum curators.
5.2.2 Functional Requirements
At a coarse level, the editor should support two functions: editing existing stories, and
adding new stories. Editing an existing story includes the component of opening an
existing story, but otherwise the use description is the same:
1. Start the editor; by default an empty story is opened
2. If editing an existing story: open the story file through a file selection dialog box
3. Edit the story that is open
4. Save the story
5. Exit the editor
The SCIMYST code underlying LIEKSAMYST supported an arbitrary collection of
tasks called enigmas (either multiple choice questions or locating an object in the
SciFest festival), which were presented to the user in a partially ordered sequence,
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so that questions concerning different booths would appear randomly but advanced
questions from a certain booth would appear only after the more basic questions.
In LIEKSAMYST the ordering of content is much more strict so that the pieces form
logical stories composed by the museum curators. In addition to the task types from
SCIMYST also plain text screens (with or without a photo) are possible (see figures
6 and 7). The relative order of bigger entities, scenes of a story, has to be definable
within the editor.
Editable entities Considering all the aspects of the existing stories and features of
LIEKSAMYST, it should be possible to handle (add, remove, modify) the following
entities in the editor:
1. scenes, the structure of which is defined in Figure 7;
2. time periods, the concept of which is shown in Figure 8;
3. actors, also called story characters or hosts, that have a name, a set of “face”
images, and general feedback lines for wrong answers associated with them;
4. objects, either photos or sounds, that can be shared between stories; and
5. stories and locations, to manage the overall organization of the stories in each
location.
Figure 11 contains a use case diagram for the editor. At this phase in the design not all
necessary functionality was yet known and consequently the diagram does not depict
them. Such functionality includes, for example, merging stories from several story files
together, and exporting the stories into a format suitable for archival and printing.
The editor should support editing content in multiple languages. Stories in Finnish and
English were produced already before the editor was created, but the editor should not
be limited to those two languages.
5.2.3 Non-Functional Requirements
The non-functional requirements for the editor were decided in meetings with the mu-
seum curators.
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Museum curator
Edit a scene
Edit time periodsEdit actors
Edit photos and sounds
Edit locations
«extend»
Edit a story
«extend»
Add a scene
Remove a scene
«extend»
«extend»
Import a photo
Import a sound
«extend»
«extend»
Open a story file
Save a story file
Figure 11: A use case diagram for the editor
Format of the story files It was agreed that the stories should be saved as files on the
users’ computers, rather than, say, being stored in a database server. This was easier
to implement, since no separate server needed to be set up, and the users could take
backups of the files and send them to each other simply by copying and emailing the
files around.
User interface basics In addition to following user interface conventions familiar
from Windows programs, the museum curators had one other wish for the user inter-
face. Based on their experiences with some other software used in the museum they
expressed preference for “big entities at once” rather than breaking things into too
many pieces that would have to be accessed separately in different places, such as in
separate dialog boxes or windows.
The user interface of the editor should be in Finnish.
5.3 Design
In this section we will discuss the design of the editor from three viewpoints. First, the
data model of the edited content and how the content is stored on disk is considered.
Second, the division of the editor functionality into separate windows is mentioned.
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The third part demonstrates how feedback from the future users was collected and
incorporated in the design.
5.3.1 Data Model
Even though the data model shared by LIEKSAMYST and the editor was reworked
during the development of the editor, the main data structures were legacy from the
previous implementation. Figure 12 shows the simplified class diagram of the data
structures.
StoryWorld
Location Story Actor MuseumObject
EnigmaStoryPath StoryEnigma
ActivityScenePart FinalSceneQuestion
multichoice questions
Figure 12: Simplified class diagram of the data model
The stories and their associated media files are stored in two separate ZIP archives. The
text of the stories, character descriptions, and object descriptions are stored as XML
files in a ZIP archive with the extension tarina10. The actual photo and sound files
are stored in another ZIP archive, which the editor program is programmed to name
after the story file, so that the media archive for story1.tarina would be named
story1_media.zip, but the user can select another name if she so wishes.
The story text and media files were separated into two archives for practical purposes.
Correcting spelling mistakes or translating stories usually requires changing only the
story text. If this is performed by multiple people collaborating over email, sending the
smaller archive back and forth is more comfortable than sending all content. For exam-
10story in Finnish
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ple, the stories of Jussi and Anna from LIEKSAMYST in Finnish, English, and German
are divided into two files, a 75 kilo byte tarina file and a 15 mega byte _media.zip file.
5.3.2 User Interface Structure
The editing of the entities listed in Section 5.2.2 was designed to span multiple win-
dows. Figure 13 shows how these windows and the various editors in them can be
accessed from each other.
From the start window the user can load or save stories, organize locations and stories,
edit actors, edit photos and sounds, and—most importantly—open a story for editing.
Related to a story, a user can edit the time periods and the scenes of the story. Photos
and sounds can be added to a scene by accessing the photo and sound editor from the
scene editor. The same mechanism works for selecting face pictures for actors in the
actor editor.
Edit actors
Edit a story
Edit a scene
The start
window
Edit time
periods
Organize
locations and
storiesOpen or save
stories and media
files
Edit photos and sounds
Figure 13: The transitions between editor windows. The arrows depict the possibility
of opening another window through a menu entry or a button in a window
Multiple story editor windows can be open at the same time for different stories. The
other windows are mutually exclusive with each other and only one of them can be
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visible at a time. An exception to this rule is the start window, which is always present
while the editor program is running.
5.3.3 Incorporating Feedback from the Target Group
The editor was designed in collaboration between museum curators, who would be
the future users, and developers. In total eight meetings were organized between the
curators and developers11 from August 2009 to July 2010 to gather first requirements
and suggestions, and later also feedback about prototypes. The curators gave feedback
reactively, and did not produce mock-ups or any other design material proactively.
This is understandable, since the curators were participating in the design alongside
their daily work and had a limited number of hours to invest. The development of the
editor focused on the users’ needs and their feedback was incorporated in the design
regularly following the user-centered design paradigm.
We will consider two examples of incorporating the users’ feedback in the design pro-
cess. First, the editing of time periods (Figure 8) required a user interface, the appear-
ance of which was not clear in advance. The author’s first suggestion was based on
a table approach, in which time periods would correspond to rows and the names of
scenes would be on top. The numbers in the table defined which scenes were included
in each time period and in which order.
This suggestion was demonstrated on September 23rd, 2009 (Figure 14a). An idea
from the participants in a meeting on that day was to transpose the table so that the
scene names would be on the left and the time periods would be on top, since otherwise
the table would be impractically wide.
Another request was to make various tooltips last longer in view; tooltips were used
to show various information about objects under the mouse cursor, but the tooltips
would disappear too fast to be read completely. This request was realized by placing
additional information in a specific status field that would change, and thus disappear,
only when the user would explicitly click on a single cell in the table of the time period
editor. The new time period editor dialog box presented in the meeting on April 26th,
2010, is shown in Figure 14b.
11The participants in these meetings were usually the museum director, the amanuensis, a seasoned
trainee/history student, and two or three developers of LIEKSAMYST, including the author
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CancelOK
RemoveChange NameDupl icateAdd
Time Period Introducti... Morning (... Afternoon... Whole da... 6:00 − Ma... 6:30 − Cof... 6:30 − Iro... 8:0
Introducti... 1
Morning (... 1 2 3.1 3.2
Afternoo... 1
Whole da... 1 2 3.1 3.2
Edit Time Periods
(a) Time period editor prototype on 2009-09-23
CancelOK
Preview  of  t he  St ory Pat h
v1_s5a
v1_s4b
v1_s4a
v1_s3
v1_s2b
v1_s2a
v1_s1morning
RemoveChange NameDupl icateAdd
scene is a lw ays part  of  t his t im e period; t his is t he  f irst  scene
Time Period Introducti... Morning (... Afternoon... Whole da...
Introduction (v1. . . 1
M orning (m orni. . . 1
Afternoon (af te . . . 1
W hole  day (a ll_. . . 1
6:00  − Light ing . . . 2 2
6:30  − M aking C. . . 3.1 3.1
6:30  − Ironing (v. . . 3.2 3.2
8:00  − Breakfast . . . 4 4
9:00  − Churning . . . 5.1 5.1
9:00  − W eaving . . . 5.2 5.2
15:00  − Goodby. . . 6
15:00  − Dinner ( . . . 2 6
17:30  − Handw o. . . 3 7
Edit Time Periods
(b) Time period editor prototype on 2010-04-26
Figure 14: Two versions of the time period editor
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The second example of incorporating users’ feedback demonstrates programmers’—or
at least the author’s—occasional inability to properly estimate the usability aspects of
specific features. The editor allows the user to modify scenes in various ways, starting
from simply modifying the text content to adding, removing, and changing the order
of parts inside a scene. Unfortunately, the editor lacks an undo feature to revert these
changes one by one. It is nevertheless possible to undo all changes since the last save
at once.
CancelN oYes
Do you w ant  t o com m it  t he  current  changes (answ ering "no" w ill revert  t hem ,  "cancel" w ill keep t his scene open)
You have m ade som e m odif icat ions t hat  could be  revert ed.  The original (previous checkpoint ) and current  order of the 
scene parts is: 
 
Original:  St ory part s: 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 8; 9; Activity: ; none; Has a  Fina l Scene  
Changed: (t it le changed); St ory part s: 4; 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 8; 8; 9; (new part ); Activity: ; none; No Fina l Scene  
 
W hat  is t his about ? 
 
This editor has very lim ited undo support . When you have made changes to a scene, such as adding, delet ing, or reordering 
parts, those changes can be reverted  (undone) or confirmed  (set  in stone). You can think of confirm as creat ing a check 
point  of the current  situat ion, and revert as revert ing the situat ion to the previous checkpoint  or to the original scene 
contents.  
 
This funct ionalit y m ight  be useful, if  you want  to \"experiment \"  with something while maintaining an easy route back to the 
previous situat ion. 
If you just  want  to save your changes, use the other save  feature instead.
Save or Revert?
(a) the question as demonstrated on 2010-04-26
CancelRever tKeep in M em orySave t o Disk
Do you w ant  t o com m it  t he  current  changes (answ ering "cancel" w ill keep t his scene open)?
At  least  one scene part  has been m odif ied.  
 
You have m ade som e m odif icat ions t hat  could be  revert ed.  The original (previous checkpoint ) 
and current  order of the scene parts is: 
 
Original:  St ory part s: 1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10; Activity: ; none; Has a  Fina l Scene  
Changed: (t it le changed);St ory part s: 4;1;2;3;5;6;7;8;9;10;(new part); Activity: ; none; No Fina l 
Scene
Save or Revert?
(b) the current version of the question (February 2012)
Figure 15: The confirmation question presented when attempting to close a scene after
changes without an explicit save beforehand
When the user has modified a scene and attempts to close the scene to view another
scene, for example, she is presented with a confirmation question offering either to
accept or undo the modifications. Judging on the feedback this question (see Fig-
ure 15) has been unnecessarily complex and difficult to understand every time it has
been demonstrated to the users. The version in April 2010 had a long explanation (the
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part beginning “What is this about?” in Figure 15a), which was first moved into a
tooltip and, after being found too confusing as a tooltip as well, removed completely
in the beginning of July 2010. Around the same time, the buttons in the dialog box
were relabeled to better reflect the effect of each button, and one new button was added
(“Save to Disk”). This is how the confirmation question appears in the newest version
of the editor as well (Figure 15b).
This confirmation question is still rather confusing, and the need for it would be re-
duced if the editor supported fine-grained undo. It may also be that the editor should
simply assume the “Keep in Memory” option and let the revert operation—when it
is needed—be performed by reopening the original file. Nevertheless, the usability
problems in this area will be re-visited when analyzing user feedback in Section 6.3.
5.4 Implementation
In this section we will first define the development period of the editor and examine
the results through a statistical measure, namely that of line counts. The second part
in Section 5.4.2 will give a glimpse into the implementation by presenting the main
source code components of the user interface.
5.4.1 Development Statistics
The development of the LIEKSAMYST EDITOR began in August 2009 and the active
phase lasted until October 2011. The author was paid to work on the editor at four
occasions, as shown in Table 4. Like LIEKSAMYST, neither the editor has been a
purely commercial effort, and development has been ongoing as part of the author’s
studies in the mean time.
Table 4: Periods the author was paid to work on the editor
date note
2009-08-10 – 2009-09-30 Implementation of the editor begins
2010-05-31 – 2010-06-30
Main goal: finish the editor enough to make it
usable by museum curators
2011-07-18 – 2011-07-31 Small part: use and polish the editor
2011-10-10 – 2011-10-30
Main part: use the editor to enter German
translations of existing stories; fix any defects
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The editor was implemented in Java 1.5, because the museum’s computers had that
version installed in 2009. Some features requiring Java 1.6 were introduced to the code
base accidentally, but the problematic places were fixed or modified to fail gracefully12
on Java 1.5.
Programming was performed on the NETBEANS IDE integrated development envi-
ronment.13 The user interface was developed using the GUI BUILDER tool of NET-
BEANS, with which it was possible to generate the first, mostly non-functional, proto-
types fast after the begin, which explains also the sharp increase in lines of code shown
in Figure 16. In the figure, the cumulative Added lines and Deleted lines plots show
development that is not apparent from the raw LOC count, such as restructuring (e.g.,
renaming variables or source files or changing the order of components in a GUI form).
Code changes after September 2010 are not large enough to be visible in this form and
scale, and the graph has been cut accordingly.
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Figure 16: Development activity of the editor measured in lines of code (LOC). Special
meetings to discuss the editor took place in 2009 on August 10th, September 1st and
23rd, and in 2010 on April 26th, June 21st and 24th, July 19th and 28th
Using tools such as the GUI BUILDER provides benefits, but one should consider the
advantages and disadvantages of each feature before using them. For example, the
GUI BUILDER provides easy access to binding properties of elements in the user in-
terface to properties of other elements. For example, the enabled property of a button
could be specified to be bound to the expression storyList[${selectedElement != null}],
12for example, the icons of program windows are set only on Java 1.6 or newer
13http://netbeans.org/
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which means that the button will react to being clicked by the user only when an el-
ement in a list called storyList is selected. Unfortunately, at that time in 2009–2010,
the library used for this functionality had some serious performance problems,14 which
could only be avoided by using it less. For quick prototyping this feature was useful,
but eventually, by the 7th of July, 2010, all use of this feature was removed and imple-
mented in alternative ways, without loss in functionality in the user interface but with
improved performance.
The GUI BUILDER generates both XML and Java source code files. Most of the Java
code was nevertheless written by the author. Some of the code is actually data, such as
properties files that contain the user interface strings in Finnish and English, and XML
files that define the appearance of the preview screens.
The final line counts, as of February 26, 2012, are illustrated in Table 5. The total
line count 31,341 includes also empty lines and comments. The total physical source
lines of code count, excluding comments and empty lines, as reported by David A.
Wheeler’s SLOCCOUNT15, for Java code is 18,073.
Table 5: Final line counts for different file types
file extension lines note
java 24,423
program code; partially generated
by GUI BUILDER
form 4,876
user interface definitions in XML
generated by GUI BUILDER
properties 1,611 localized user interface strings
xml 431
preview screen definitions;
adapted from the LIEKSAMYST
code base
in total 31,341
According to SLOCCOUNT’s estimates16 the development of 18,073 lines of Java
code should typically take around 4.18 person-years. This does not match with the
three years of non-fulltime development work spent on the editor by one person, be-
cause the line count includes some auto-generated code, which does not take as much
14The library is called Beansbinding (http://java.net/projects/beansbinding/). Cer-
tain operations, such as opening a scene of a story, with beans binding in use could take tens of seconds
when without it they would complete in seconds
15http://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/
16SLOCCOUNT uses the so called Basic COCOMO model, with the effort calculated as Person-
Months = 2:4 (KSLOC1:05), where KSLOC stands for thousands of source lines of code
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resources to develop as other code, and because the code is still fresh; by time, fixing
errors and other defects in source code does not necessarily increase the line count
although the total effort is increased.
5.4.2 User Interface Components
The main components of the editor, as defined in Section 5.3.2, were implemented in
the source code as follows (the figure and code references are to appendices A: Editor
Screenshots and B: Source Code Overview):
1. scenes: SceneEditorFrame (Figures A.6–A.7; code: B.14)
 Scenes of a story are edited one at a time in a single window. The user
selects the scene to edit by clicking on buttons in the time period graph
that is close to the upper right corner in Figure A.6a. The user can add new
scenes by clicking on the Add buttons in the same graph.
2. time periods: TimePeriodEditorPanel (Figure A.8; code: B.12)
 Time periods are edited in a tabular form. A graph view (re-used from
the scene editor window) shows the time period structure visually to ease
understanding.
See Section 5.3.3 for a discussion about the development of the time period
editor.
3. actors: ActorEditor (Figure A.4; code: B.7)
 Actors are shared (equally available) between all stories. The user edits
the actors for all languages in the same window. A table contains a row
for each actor and a column for each language of the stories. Clicking
on an actor’s name in a specific language in the table brings that actor’s
information (feedback comments for wrongs answers and pictures) up for
editing.
4. objects: MuseumObjectEditor (Figure A.5; code: B.10)
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 The photo and sound objects are shared between all stories. The editing
of information related to photos and sounds is centralized in this window.
Notable information includes naturally the file name and type (to distin-
guish between photos and sounds), and the object’s number and name in
the languages of the stories (for object search tasks).
5. stories and locations: LocationEditor (Figure A.3; code: B.7)
 The location editor shows languages, locations, and stories in tree form.
Stories and locations can be copied from one language to another for trans-
lation.
In addition to these windows, the editor has a main window (the screen that is open
even if there are no stories; Figure A.1), a file dialog for opening and saving files,
and various other dialog boxes for, for example, to enter a new name for a story or to
confirm the removal of a part from a scene.
The file dialog (see Figure A.2) is composed of two normal file dialog boxes.17 The
upper part of the dialog box is for selecting the story file, the lower part for the media
file. If the media file is properly named after the story file, the lower part will auto-
matically select the correct media file when the user selects a story file. The user can
always override this automatic selection.
The scene editor contains a preview component, which displays a part of the story as
it would appear on a phone screen. This live preview shows how long a text can fit in
each screen without requiring scrolling. Technically scrolling of text on the phone is
possible, but the possibility is not indicated in the user interface, and the goal has been
to avoid the need for it.
Without integrated preview the stories in preparation would have to be tested several
times on a phone. This testing procedure involves transferring the edited story and
media files to the LIEKSAMYST server, connecting a phone to the server and following
the story up to the interesting parts.
The preview component is present also in the actor editor, where it shows the pictures
of the actor and how the feedback lines will appear.
17All screenshots in this thesis have been taken using the Java (Metal) Look & Feel. On Windows and
Mac computers the appearance of UI components, including the file dialog, is more akin to the native
appearance.
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5.5 Case Study Summary
The LIEKSAMYST EDITOR was designed and implemented to be a tool for museum
curators to construct new stories for LIEKSAMYST. The structure and existing stories
of LIEKSAMYST and the environment of use dictated the requirements for the editor.
The editor was for the most part designed by the author to meet the requirements; com-
pliance with the requirements was confirmed and feedback received in several meetings
between the author and museum curators. The editor was used by museum personnel
for its intended purpose starting in the Summer of 2010, while the implementation was
stabilizing.
A summary of the design and implementation principles is shown in Table 6. This
table follows the format presented for the content editors reviewed in Section 3.2. The
technology used for the user interface (Java) and the storage format (files in XML
format compressed in ZIP archives) were design decisions. The interactive features
and media types were determined by the previously existing features of LIEKSAMYST.
Table 6: The LIEKSAMYST EDITOR summarized in a similar fashion with the content
editors in Table 2 on page 14
system target
editing
UI
underlying
storage
interactive
content
media
types
LIEKSA-
MYST
EDITOR
editing
educative
stories for
LIEKSA-
MYST
Java
(Swing)
XML files,
ZIP
archives
multiple choice
questions,
number entry
(locating an
object)
text,
photos,
audio
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6 Evaluation of the Editor
The cognitive dimensions of notation framework was originally thought to be utilized
by developers. Since then evaluation work with the framework has been partly shifted
to users via the development of a cognitive dimensions questionnaire. In this chapter
we will first introduce this questionnaire in Section 6.1, evaluation by the developer is
presented in Section 6.2, and evaluation by four users is presented in Section 6.3.
6.1 Cognitive Dimensions of Notation Questionnaire
The cognitive dimensions framework was originally intended to be used by somebody
deeply familiar with both the framework and the system under study. This was seen
as a limitation, and researchers started to develop questionnaires, with which users
accustomed to the system, but not necessarily to cognitive dimensions, could contribute
to the evaluation. (Blackwell and Green, 2000)
In this study the questionnaire developed by Blackwell and Green (2000) was used
(available at (Blackwell and Green, 2007)). The Finnish workshop participants filled a
version translated by Tukiainen (2001).
The questionnaire contains five parts, of which the last part can be filled in several
copies depending on the number of sub-devices the user identifies in the system. The
first part asks for background information about the user’s expertise with the system
under study or other similar systems. If the user is an expert with the system, his/her
answers to the other parts can be weighted stronger in comparison to answers from
inexperienced users.
The second part contains definitions for certain terms used in the questionnaire, such
as product, notation, helper and redefinition devices. Examples of the concepts are
provided.
The third part asks the user to state the task they are performing and to identify the
product and main notation of the system they are evaluating. The user should also
estimate how much time they spend in the different type of activities (see Section 4.3).
He or she can also list the helper and redefinition devices of the system in this part.
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The fourth part focuses on the main notation of the system. This is the part where
the user evaluates the system with respect to the cognitive dimensions, although the
questions are spelled out long rather than concentrating on the names of the dimensions
(e.g., “When you need to make changes to previous work, how easy is it to make the
change? Why?” rather than “Viscosity”).
The fifth part concentrates on a single sub-device, and it asks in condensed form the
same information as was asked about the main notation in the four earlier parts. With
the layout established in (Blackwell and Green, 2007) the fifth part occupies one page,
and the first four parts occupy five pages.
Tukiainen (2001) evaluated the understandability of the questionnaire in context of
spreadsheet systems. In general they found the questionnaire to be well understood by
test subjects, but some terms and questions were ranked difficult. In a test population
of 10 students and teachers the terms notation, helper devices, and redefinition devices,
and the cognitive dimensions closeness of mapping, hidden dependencies, and consis-
tency, were ranked on average between neutral and fairly difficult on a five point Likert
scale (very easy, fairly easy, neutral, fairly difficult, very difficult). Although this was
only one study, similar understandability issues may rise in a study that utilizes the
same questionnaire.
6.2 Developer’s Evaluation
The developer of the LIEKSAMYST EDITOR, the author of this thesis, has naturally
used all features of the editor to test their functionality, but due to the work periods
where he was asked to enter translations of existing stories using the editor, a large
percentage of his time was spent entering material from some other source, namely
from text documents written by a translator. The developer thus has real experience
from using the editor, but certain bias towards ’understanding’ defects may be present
in the answers.
The developer began his evaluation with the cognitive dimensions framework by fill-
ing out the cognitive dimensions questionnaire (see Appendix C). The questionnaire
provides a good base, but it is possible to forget, or simply omit, some parts of the
system from consideration when writing down a list of features fulfilling criteria of
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the questions. Therefore, another approach is employed to extend the coverage of the
evaluation.
We will evaluate the functionality of the editor following the example set by Green and
Blackwell (1998) in their Cognitive Dimensions tutorial. They considered each larger
part of the evaluated system in light of a set of cognitive dimensions. Our evaluation
is sectioned based on the windows of the editor, which closely match the main data
entities apart from inclusion of the start window. Like Green and Blackwell in their
tutorial, we consider here viscosity, hidden dependencies, premature commitment, ab-
stractions, visibility, and secondary notation.
A summary of the features and issues discussed in this full evaluation is presented
in Section 6.2.7. In the summary the issues are divided by the cognitive dimensions
and can therefore be compared with the way the cognitive dimensions questionnaire
answers are presented in the user evaluation (Section 6.3).
This evaluation is applied to the markup layer of using the editor (see Table 7). The
editing layer also has some features that could be analyzed, such as several copy func-
tions which reduce the need for repetitive data entry (compare with a 7-day heating
controller described in (Blackwell and Green, 2003)), but they are not in the focus of
this evaluation.
Table 7: Possible layers to analyze in the editor
layer notation environment medium
markup
layer
presentation of stories on
screen and internal XML
notation
the editor
computer
memory,
persistent
editing layer
keystrokes and mouse
actions
the keyboard transient
Although the developer’s evaluation was written after the users completed their evalua-
tions (Section 6.3), the developer did not study the user questionnaires before doing his
part. Thus, the usability issues described in these two evaluations have been discovered
independently.
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6.2.1 The main window and file operations
The main window is the first window a user will see when starting the editor, and it
will remain open until the editor is closed. The main window itself has no editing
functionality, but, apart from the time period editor, all other editor windows can be
opened through the start window as shown in Figure 13. Also the file load and save
dialog boxes (Figure A.2) are accessed from the main window, and the evaluation here
concerns mainly the file operations together with the main window.
A screenshot of the main window is shown in Figure A.1.
viscosity Choosing a name for and changing the name of the saved files is done in a
way similar to any typical text editor, requiring no special effort.
hidden dependencies Issues of hidden dependencies have not been identified in the
main window nor in file operations.
premature commitment Issues of premature commitment have not been identified
in the main window nor in file operations.
abstraction The coupling between the story file name and media file name (Sec-
tion 5.3.1) is a form of abstraction: typically the user only has to change the name of
the story file, and the name of the media file will follow automatically. The user can
override this coupling by choosing the name of the media file manually.
visibility There are few buttons and menus in the main window, and all operations
can be accessed with at most three mouse clicks. Unlike the location organizer (Sec-
tion 6.2.6), the main window shows only one location at a time, except when selecting
the location to show from the drop-down list. This allows keeping the main window
small and simple, and if the full list of locations and stories is at some point necessary
for an overview, the location organizer can be invoked via the Edit menu.
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secondary notation There is no support for secondary notation in the main window
nor in the file operations. It is hard to see any need for it in them either.
6.2.2 The scene editor
The scene editor window is used to edit a story. It contains tools to add and remove
scenes and to switch to another scene. One scene at a time can be edited in this window.
Screenshots of the scene editor are shown in Figures A.6 and A.7.
viscosity Adding and removing scenes to a story is simple. Changing the order of
scenes after adding requires the use of the time period editor, and it is evaluated sepa-
rately in Section 6.2.3.
Changing the order of content within a scene is relatively straightforward, as there
are buttons to move parts of the content up and down (before and after) each other.
This works only within the limits of the allowed scene structure (Figure 7): story parts
cannot be moved beyond the activities, and the possible final scene will be last.
If the user wishes to add story parts (text, text and a photo, or a multiple choice ques-
tion) between activities (searching tasks) the scene has to be split into two. There are
no tools to help with this apart from copy-pasting a single text item at a time. Thus,
any change which involves moving content from a scene to another scene would be
viscous.
Changing the actor used in a scene (for example, instead of Anna the actor will be
Jussi) is viscous, as it involves going through each story part, activity, and final scene
and manually changing the actor.
hidden dependencies The hidden dependencies described for the actor editor (Sec-
tion 6.2.4) and the photo and sound editor (Section 6.2.5) apply closely to the use of
the scene editor.
premature commitment Before starting to construct scenes in the editor the user
should have a plan how the content is divided into scenes to avoid the need to move
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content between scenes. This plan can be in the level of realizing the generic structure
of scenes; the user can proceed to enter content into a scene as long as it follows the
story parts–activities–final scene pattern, and start a new scene after the final scene.
abstraction The scene editor uses abstractions edited in the actor editor and in the
photo and sound editor. These abstractions are enforced, and the user can only use
actors, photos and sounds that have been entered in the corresponding editors.
A scene is an abstraction that groups together a title, an arbitrary number of story parts
and activities, and a possible final scene. This combination is considered together when
defining the order of scenes within a time period. Time periods are edited in the time
period editor (Section 6.2.3).
visibility Only one scene per story can be open at a time and thus it is impossible to
juxtapose two scenes from the same story. Different language versions of stories are
considered separate and scene editor windows can be placed side by side for transla-
tion.
secondary notation The scene contents are shown in preview panels, which show
how the content will appear on the phone, considering the screen type, length of text,
font size, selected actor, and the possible image. These previews are shown alongside
the actual editing area, giving the user immediate confirmation on his or her progress.
6.2.3 The time period editor
The time period editor is invoked from the scene editor window and it is used for
editing time periods of a single story. A time period is defined by specifying which
scenes belong to it and in which order. This is done by entering numbers in a table.
One time period is constructed automatically as the user adds new scenes in the scene
editor (see the top-right area in Figure A.6a), and this time period can be used as a
guide line for creating other time periods.
A screenshot of the time period editor is shown in Figure A.8.
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viscosity A user defines a time period by specifying with increasing numbers the
scenes that belong to a time period. If the user uses the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . to do
this, and later discovers that a scene was missed from the sequence, there is a small
amount of repetition needed to adjust the numbering. This can be avoided by choosing
the initial numbering scheme to be, for example, 10, 20, 30, . . . , which allows inserting
new scenes in the sequence without problems.
hidden dependencies No issues of hidden dependencies have been identified in the
time period editor.
premature commitment At least one time period has to be created before the user
can add any scenes to an empty story in the scene editor. This is not immediately
obvious from the user interface, but once the time period has been created, the user can
change it anytime afterwards.
abstraction A time period combines together a set of scenes in a specified order.
This set is visible in two places: the scenes in a time period are accessible in the
scene editor window, and can easily be switched between and added to by clicking
appropriate buttons; and in some cases a player of LIEKSAMYST can choose to play
a certain time period. Thus this abstraction is visible to both users of the editor and
players of LIEKSAMYST.
visibility All time periods of a story are visible in the time period editor at once,
although only one time period is visualized in a graph form.
secondary notation The graph form is an alternative, redundant, recoding of the
time period structure. In the time period editor the graph is read-only—it shows how
changes in the table form affect the sequence of scenes—but the graph in the scene
editor window allows modifications: scenes can be added at the beginning or at the
end of a time period, or they can be added as alternatives to scenes already in the time
period.
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6.2.4 The actor editor
The actor editor is presented in its own window, and it is used to define the properties
of actors used in the stories. Once the set of actors has been completed, this editor
should be rarely needed. A screenshot is shown in Figure A.4.
viscosity Changing the names of actors is easy, as it requires changing a single cell
value in a table. Similarly, changing an actor’s negative feedback lines18 and images is
a straight-forward action.
Changing the ids of actors is a three-step process: create a new actor with the desired
id, copy (manually) the details of the existing actor to the new actor, and remove the
old actor. If the old actor is in use, the editor shows a dialog box for selecting the
replacing (new) actor to use in the old one’s place (Figure A.4d).
When a new language is added in the actor editor, the editor suggests copying the in-
formation of the existing actors from one of the languages already used. If the user
accepts the suggestion, what remains is changing the feedback lines and perhaps char-
acter names to suit the new language. If an actor is added when there are already
several languages in use, all information, including the images of the actor, has to be
entered in each language. This entails some repetition viscosity, but usually the number
of languages is low and actors are added rarely.
hidden dependencies The actor editor shows which stories use an actor only when
the user presses the “Remove actor” button. The user might modify an actor without
knowing that all stories using that actor will be affected. To have a story or part of a
story use a slightly different version of an existing actor—say, one with winter clothing
on in the pictures instead of summer clothing—a new actor needs to be created and that
actor used in that particular part of a story.
premature commitment Problems of premature commitment in the actor editor
have not been identified. Everything can be changed later with little effort.
18a negative feedback line is shown to the player when s/he answers incorrectly in the game; the
opposite, positive feedback, is part of the story line and edited in the scene editor
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abstraction There are no abstractions within the actor editor. However, the actor
editor is an abstraction management sub-device: if the editing of actors was not cen-
tralized in the actor editor, the name of the speaker, the picture to use, and, if applicable,
the negative feedback to use would have to be specified individually for each screen
shown to the user.
visibility The visibility of actor names in the actor editor is good. Comparing two
actors (in the same or different languages) requires switching between the two; juxta-
posing the details of two actors is impossible.
secondary notation Actor details are illustrated in a preview panel for redundant
recoding. It is impossible to add comments in the actor editor.
6.2.5 The photo and sound editor
The sound and photo editor is presented in its own window, and it is used to organize
the media files used in the stories. This editor is used every time a photo or sound is
added to a story. If the desired file is not yet listed in the table, it can be imported
through a file chooser dialog. Otherwise, the corresponding row in the table can be
clicked on and chosen to be included in the story. A screenshot is shown in Figure A.5.
viscosity Each cell of the table can be edited manually. Some of them should not,
though. For example, changing the file name (path) of a media file in the table would
require a knock-on change to the file name on disk.
There are no aids for repetitive changes, such as search-and-replace. Fortunately, only
the names and tag numbers (ext ids) of objects to be searched will be visible to players
of LIEKSAMYST; the other information and information of other sounds and photos
should rarely need editing.
hidden dependencies The photo and sound editor does not show which sounds and
photos are actually in use and in which stories. Thus changing, for example, a photo
used in a story should rather be done by adding a new photo object to the table than
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by modifying an existing row, if there is any uncertainty that the same photo would be
used elsewhere in the stories and that photo should not be changed.
As stories are modified, some objects may no longer be used, but these are not auto-
matically removed from the table. Removing them manually can be tedious.
premature commitment New photos and sounds can be added while stories are
written—they do not have to be defined beforehand. When a new photo or sound
is added, its final use may not be clear and it may be unclear, for example, if a photo
object should have an ext id value (the number code of an object to search) and if so,
what it should be. These can be added and modified later as needed, and the user can
postpone filling those table cells whose meaning s/he does not understand.
abstraction There are no abstractions within the photo and sound editor. However,
the photo and sound editor is an abstraction management sub-device as it combines
information about a photo or sound and allows that information to be reused in several
places without the need to redefine it.
visibility Textual information of all sounds and photos is visible at the same time,
barring the need for scrolling. Only one image is visible at a time, making it hard to
locate a desired image if the textual information (name and description) is not filled
properly. It may prove necessary to show thumbnail versions of each photo in the
table to improve visibility. The issue is worse for audio objects, since listening to them
takes time—good textual information is paramount to be able to identify audio objects
quickly.
secondary notation The sound and photo editor allows adding descriptions of photos
and sounds in arbitrary languages. These descriptions as well as some other fields are
not shown to the players of LIEKSAMYST. Thus it could be possible to use these fields
for arbitrary comments. The format is limited: only plain text and strictly about a
single sound or photo object.
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6.2.6 The location organizer
The location organizer is used to group stories into locations. Each story has to belong
into exactly one location. Conceptually, a location in the editor should correspond to a
physical location in the museum, so that a player of LIEKSAMYST entering a location
in the museum will ’enter’ the same location in the game and choose one of the stories
in that location. A screenshot of the location organizer is shown in Figure A.3.
viscosity Moving locations or stories to other languages is impossible to accomplish
in a single operation. However, it is possible to copy a location or a story to another
language, which is a necessary operation when starting to translate an existing story.
After this the original location or story can be removed to simulate a move, if necessary.
hidden dependencies There are no hidden dependencies. If the user attempts to
remove a language, a location, or a story in the location organizer, s/he is given an
appropriate confirmation message explaining that all stories in that language or location
or the selected story will be removed permanently.
premature commitment Before a user can create any content for stories (within the
editor, that is) s/he must create at least one location and story in the location organizer.
Typically these choices should be effortless to make based on the content to be created,
but if not, all information of locations (numeric id, name, description) and the names
of stories can be changed later by selecting the corresponding line in the tree view and
pressing Change name.
abstraction There are no abstractions in the location organizer.
visibility Apart from the descriptions of locations, which are visible only in the di-
alog box for adding or renaming a location, all information of locations and stories
(apart from their content) is visible.
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secondary notation The description field of locations can be used for short textual
descriptions of the locations, as it is not shown to players of LIEKSAMYST, but apart
from that there is no secondary notation in the location organizer.
Table 8: Potential issues of viscosity (legend for the activities: I=incrementation,
M=modification, T=transcription, ED=exploratory design, S=searching)
desired functionality
typical
activity
repetitive or knock-on activity
The scene editor:
moving content between
scenes
M, ED
rewrite or copy one string at a time and
remove from the original
changing an actor used in
a story
M, ED change the actor separately in each part
The time period editor:
inserting a scene amid
already ordered scenes
I, M, ED adjust the numbers for later scenes
The actor editor:
adding a new actor
I, M, T,
ED
copy new actor information to existing
languages
The photo and sound editor:
search and replace M, ED
search visually, perform changes
manually
The location organizer:
moving locations and
stories
M, ED
copy the location or story, remove the
original
6.2.7 Summary
Tables 8–13 summarize the concerns of the developer related to each considered cog-
nitive dimension. To determine which of the identified issues are most pressing to fix,
we need to contrast this information with Table 3, which shows which dimensions are
important for each type of activity.
For an example, consider that the developer has indicated using 80% of time for trans-
lating information from some other source in to the system (Appendix C). According
to Table 3 premature commitment and abstraction barrier are considered harmful for
the transcription activity, and they should be minimized. Creating content for scenes
(Table 10) is not a problem in case of transcription, except if the material does not fall
into the expected structure for scenes and stories. Choosing the name for the first time
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Table 9: Potential issues of hidden dependencies (I=incrementation, M=modification,
T=transcription, ED=exploratory design, S=searching)
desired functionality
typical
activity
hidden dependency workaround
The actor editor (affects also the scene editor):
modifying an actor M, ED
which stories use
the actor?
add a new actor
and modify that
The photo and sound editor (affects also the scene editor):
changing a photo or
sound
M, ED
which stories use
the photo or sound
object?
add a new photo or
sound and modify
that
removing unused
sounds and photos
M, ED
which stories use
the photo or sound
object?
-
period should similarly be a small trouble, as it only needs to be done once and the
name can be changed later.
The enforced abstractions in Table 11 are those that the user has to understand to be
able to use the editor (abstraction barrier). Thus the user should understand the struc-
tures of a scene and a time period and the concepts of actors and media objects even in
the case of transcription.
Table 10: Potential issues of premature commitment (I=incrementation,
M=modification, T=transcription, ED=exploratory design, S=searching)
desired functionality
typical
activity
early decision workaround
The scene editor:
creating content for
scenes
I, M, T,
ED
division of content
into scenes
sketch the scene
structure in
auxiliary media
(paper) beforehand
The time period editor:
creating the first scene
in a story
T, ED
name of the first
time period
choose a generic
name
Let us consider an example of modification. Assume a scene in a story to initially
contain some story parts, an activity of locating three objects, and a final scene (see
Figure 7). For some reason, the second object search task cannot be such anymore,
and it should be converted into a story part. Conceptually, the user wishes to change
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Table 11: Employed abstractions. Abstractions are relevant for all types of activities
abstraction type enforced modifiable
The main window and file operations:
media file name follows story
file name in file chooser automatic no no
The scene editor:
a scene manual yes no
The time period editor:
a time period manual yes yes
The actor editor (affects also the scene editor):
actors manual yes yes
The photo and sound editor (affects also the scene editor):
media objects manual yes yes
the content structure from story parts–object 1–object 2–object 3–final scene to story
parts–object 1–story part(s) about the old object 2–object 3–final scene.
This change requires the scene to be split into two scenes, the first for the content up
to locating object 1, and the second for the new story part or parts relating to object 2,
the activity around object 3, and the final scene.
According to Table 3, all cognitive dimensions should be considered for the activity of
modification. Table 8 lists as viscous actions “inserting a scene amid already ordered
scenes” in the time period editor, and “moving content between scenes” in the scene
editor. Hidden dependencies (Table 9) might be relevant, if the user wishes to change
or remove the photo related to the search task of object 2.
Premature commitment (Table 10) and abstractions (Table 11; the strict structure of
scenes) are at the heart of viscosity in this example modification, as the original divi-
sion of content into scenes can make adding a new scene harder. This is the case if the
original scene was alternative to some other scene: alternative scenes are always pair-
wise, which means that after the player has chosen and completed one of the alternative
scenes, the game will continue from the next scene after the alternatives. Splitting one
of the alternative scenes will leave part of that scene to be played regardless of whether
the other part is played.
Lack of visibility (Table 12), or rather of juxtaposability, makes splitting a scene harder,
as the user cannot simply open two scenes at once and copy and paste content between
them. Instead the user is forced to close the first scene to be able to modify the second
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one, and vice versa. Temporarily copying the text of the part to modify in some other
medium, such as an external text editor program, can ease the burden somewhat.
Secondary notation (Table 13) is deemed very useful for modification in Table 3. In this
example modification useful secondary notation include the preview panels to confirm
that the newly constructed story parts, activity, and final scene are as intended, and the
graph form of a time period to show that the parts of the split scene follow each other.
Table 12: Potential issues of visibility (I=incrementation, M=modification,
T=transcription, ED=exploratory design, S=searching)
desired functionality
typical
activity
limitation
The scene editor:
juxtaposing two scenes
I, M, ED,
S
possible only for scenes in separate
stories
The actor editor:
juxtaposing the details of
two actors
I, M, ED,
S
requires jumping between the two actors
The photo and sound editor:
locating a desired image
that may already be
imported
I, M, T,
ED, S
only one image is shown at a time
locating a desired audio
file that may already be
imported
I, M, T, S
only one audio file can be listened at a
time; listening takes time
Table 13: Available secondary notation. Secondary notation is relevant for all types of
activities
secondary notation type enforced
The scene editor:
the preview panels redundant recoding yes
The time period editor:
the graph form of a time period redundant recoding yes
The actor editor:
the preview panels redundant recoding yes
The photo and sound editor:
comments about media objects escape from formalism no
The location organizer:
descriptions of locations escape from formalism no
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6.3 Evaluation with Users
The editor was evaluated by users in two workshops that were organized at the Pielinen
Museum in February 2011. The organization of these workshops is described in Sec-
tion 6.3.1, demographic information about the participants is given in Section 6.3.2,
and analysis of the questionnaire answers is presented in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.1 Workshop Organization
In each evaluation workshop, two volunteer participants were first introduced into the
topic of LIEKSAMYST and the goal of the day. For this, they could use the LIEKSA-
MYST system to test a simple demo story specifically built for the indoor exhibition
hall of the museum. Next they were shown how the same story appears in the editor.
They received a quick tour to the editor interface, after which they had 3 hours (2 and
half in the second workshop) to extend the sample story or to write a completely new
one. At this time, the developer of the program was present and able to answer any
questions the participants might have about the editor.
After the time was over, the participants could test their stories on the LIEKSAMYST
system to see the end result as it appears on the mobile phones. After this, they were
asked to fill the cognitive dimensions of notation questionnaire (see Section 6.1).
6.3.2 Study Population
The participants to the evaluation workshops in Spring 2011 were voluntary. None
of the four had prior experience with the software, nor were they familiar with the
theory of cognitive dimensions. In the first workshop the male participant (marked B
in Table 14) was of German origin, and temporarily visiting the country. He used the
software in English and also filled the English version of the questionnaire. All others
were Finnish, and at that time living and possibly working in Lieksa, the town where
the museum is located. See Table 14 for the demographic information.
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Table 14: Participants in the evaluation workshops
Workshop id Gender Age Background
Feb 16
A female 60–65 years non-technical
B male 40–45 years engineer
Feb 23
C male 14 years school student
D female 30–35 years computer science degree
6.3.3 Evaluation Results
All workshop participants left some questions of the questionnaire empty—hopefully
because they could not think any feature or problem they saw in the editor matched
the question and not for any other reason—and answered the others in brief. In the
following we will summarize the answers by sections of the questionnaire.
Section 1 — Background information The answers in this section could be used to
establish the expertise of the respondent in the system under study and similar systems
and weight the answers in other sections accordingly (Blackwell and Green, 2000). In
this study all respondents started the use of the editor with zero prior experience just
hours before filling the questionnaire, and all answers are given equal weight in the
evaluation.
Only one workshop participant (participant A) considered herself proficient in the use
of the editor after almost six hours of use during the workshop day. All others answered
no to the question of proficiency.
Participant D had noticed similarities between the editor and PowerPoint style of pre-
sentations. The other participants did not indicate having used similar systems.
Section 3 — Parts of your system19 This section of the questionnaire shows how
the respondents understand the terms of activity, product, and notation in context of
the system under study, in this case the editor (Blackwell and Green, 2000). Three
of the four participants (B, C, D) understood the activity to be creating content for a
game (LIEKSAMYST) and the product thus being the game, or more specifically, a new
story. Participant A took a wider look into the question, and named studying history
and a tour in the museum as the activity and product, respectively.
19Section 2 — Definitions does not contain any questions, thus it is omitted here
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Notation was a more difficult term, however, with suggestions given by workshop par-
ticipants ranging from a story (C), the editor (D), computer, game structure and WLAN
(A), to a selection of questions, answers, and info texts (B).
The next question asks the user to estimate how much time they use in each type of
activity. Figure 17 shows a summary of the participants’ estimates. In the workshop the
participants were provided with an existing story to explore and modify. This and the
unfamiliarity with the editor can explain the slightly larger estimates for exploratory
design and modification, although the latter is mainly exaggerated by a 90% estimate
from participant C.
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Figure 17: Proportional time usage of workshop participants while using the LIEKSA-
MYST EDITOR
At the end of this section there are two questions asking the user to list any helper
and redefinition devices she or he has identified in the system so far. Three helper
devices—media import, game character editor, and locations editor—and two redef-
inition devices—HTML export and merge with. . . 20—were mentioned, although the
author does not agree with this division of the sub-devices.
Section 4 — Questions about the main notation In this section of the questionnaire
the answers might pertain to any part of the editor, especially since the respondents had
identified few sub-devices. The first three questions (questions 11–13 in Appendix C)
were related to visibility and juxtaposability. Respondent D noted that the editor re-
quires a lot of scrolling, and thus comparing two things is difficult. Another respondent
20HTML export and merging of stories are not thoroughly reviewed in this thesis
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(A) noted that the structure (of stories) is difficult to see. Other answers to these ques-
tions were either neutral or positive.
The questions 14–15 were about viscosity. The answers were positive, one respondent
(D) noting that Edit-Save is a familiar way of editing. Respondent B noted that this
familiarity does not extend to some other features: undoing an edit in small steps by
pressing CTRL-Z does not work.
The questions 16–17 were about diffuseness. The answers to this part were brief,
with two people (C, D) choosing option a (the notation lets you say what you want
reasonably briefly) without any explanation, participant B marking the question not
understood with question marks, and participant A writing that the notation is in parts
even too brief, but quite suitable and can be split into pieces.
The questions 18–19 were about hard mental operations. Participant D mentioned
the terms time period and scene as difficult to understand, and another one (B) noted
that the matrix of scenes and periods used in the time period editor was confusing in
the beginning. Participant A noted that understanding the structure when creating a
new story is a demanding mental operation. The fourth participant (C) concluded that
simply knowing what to enter is hard.
The questions 20–21 were about error proneness. Participant C was worried about
spelling mistakes (there is no integrated spell checker in the editor). Another partic-
ipant (B) reported that after pressing Add to add a new scene to a story, it is not as
simple to remove it. Common errors for this respondent were trying to edit a screen
without saving the last one and importing pictures of an actor with a wrong size.
The questions 22–23 were about closeness of mapping. All four respondents answered
that the notation is closely related to the result, one (B) especially noting that the sim-
ulated screen (preview) is helpful towards this goal. This person mentioned the game
character dialog box as a strange way of doing something, whereas all others left ques-
tion 23 empty.
The questions 24–26 were about role expressiveness. All four workshop participants
answered that the purpose of each part in the overall scheme is easy to tell, although
participant A wrote that this applies only to the old story, and not to the new one she was
constructing herself. Participant D wrote that the box presentation of scenes (meaning
most likely the graph presentation towards the top-right corner in Figure A.6a) is help-
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ful, whereas another one (B) thanked the HTML export feature for the same reason.
Participant B continued to criticize the game character dialog box by noting that the
purpose of the numbers in the small edit boxes under Actor’s images is unclear (ques-
tion 26). Participant C answered that most tables in the editor are difficult to interpret
and that there are many parts the meaning of which he did not know, but he did not
specify more precisely.
The questions 27–29 were about hidden dependencies. Unfortunately the workshop
participants answered almost nothing to these questions. One (A) wrote as a hidden
dependency the inability to see what the workshop (and thesis) author had entered
beforehand. One comment from participant B was about an error in the overwriting of
new game characters with old ones in the process of merging two sets of stories; that
problem has since been fixed in the editor implementation.
The questions 30–32 were about progressive evaluation. All workshop participants
agreed on questions 30 and 31 in that the work and progress can easily be checked at
any time. The question 32 divided opinions more. One respondent (D) considered the
preview to be sufficient for trying out partially completed versions of stories, whereas
two (A, B) noted that real tests can only be performed on a phone—the previews only
work on a scene level, and they lack many of screens that appear before, between, and
after a scene.
The questions 33–34 were about provisionality. Participant D answered outright no,
but did not write why it is not possible to sketch things out. One (B) suggested that
the lacking CTRL-Z functionality hinders the ability to sketch things. A third one (A)
wrote that quick editing functions help one to sketch, and the fourth one (C) answered
yes without specifying any feature. Two of the participants answered question 34 on
how to avoid being too precise in the sketching phase: participant B wrote putting in
dummy text and participant C leave them unwritten.
The questions 35–36 were about premature commitment. Two respondents gave oppo-
site answers (C: yes vs. D: no) to question 35 without specifying what decisions would
have to be taken too early. Participant A answered that the script has to be decided in
advance. Participant B wrote that the scenes should be built step by step.
The questions 37–38 were about consistency. This was apparently a difficult topic
to think about, because the answer sheets contained only question marks or n.c.s (no
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comment). This lack of answers supports the findings of (Tukiainen, 2001) related to
the difficulty of the term consistency.
The questions 39–41 were about secondary notation. One respondent (A) was not sure
if it is possible to add notes to oneself, two answered no (B, D), and one answered yes
(C), albeit without specifying how. Participant A wrote that she did in fact draw the
structure of her story on paper (question 40). Participant D wrote that she would draw
the coarse story line, add arrows and apply underlining. Participant A would have liked
to change the font (question 41), but more to ease her eyes than to highlight any part
of the content. Two others (B, D) answered no, and participant C answered sometimes
to the same question.
The questions 42–44 were about abstraction management. One respondent (A) did not
know if it was possible to define new facilities or terms, a second one (D) answered no,
a third one (C) answered yes without specifying details, and the fourth (B) answered
yes giving as examples scenes and periods. According to the respondents new terms
do not need to be defined first, but participant B noted that while one can go on a while
with the pre-settings (one scene), to continue further it’s required to give names (to
scenes).
The questions 45–47 in the questionnaire give respondents the possibility to express
usability problems that are not covered by any of the previous questions (Blackwell
and Green, 2000). The only answer to the question 45 about unusual ways of using the
notation is mysterious in its own right: I wish I could choose between the ”official”
and ”self made” history (participant A). We assume this refers to the desire to have
more freedom in the writing of stories, so that they would not have to be based on
historical facts, as was the recommendation during the workshop. As such, this desire
is a matter of policy, not of usability of the editor.
There were not any real suggestions for improving the editor as answers to questions
46–47. There was one comment reflecting that the editor had felt too complicated in
the beginning and required a lot of scrolling (participant D).
Section 5 — Questions about sub-devices The four workshop participants identi-
fied and examined in total three separate sub-devices in the editor: game character ed-
itor, media import, and HTML export. Unfortunately these sub-devices were analyzed
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by one person only (participant B), and thus comparing between workshop participants
is impossible. The location editor was also listed as a sub-device by participant B, but
he did not fill a separate section 5 page for it. Here we present summaries of the
submitted analyses.
The game character editor (i.e., the actor editor) was analyzed by the participant to be
a helper device, which is used mainly for reorganizing previous content and exploring
possibilities (30% of time each, 10–20% for the other activities). Apparently the editor
had not worked correctly, as several of the comments (e.g., Is it easy to make errors or
slips?: yes, the result did not work) indicated mismatch between expected and actual
results.
The actor editor received critique for unclear user interface. The workshop participant
especially called down the Actors’ names table, the text boxes in Actor’s images, and
the Imageless actor check box for unclear purpose.
The media import functionality (apparently meaning the photo and sound editor and
the importing of new images) was classified by the workshop participant as a helper
device that is used 30% for searching, transcription, and incrementation each, and 10%
for reorganizing previous content. The Objects table of the photo and sound editor
was deemed difficult to understand. Other than that, there were two suggestions for
improvement: in image import icon view mode could be used,21 and, also in import,
there should be a hint of which size of an image to use for each screen.
The workshop participant analyzed the HTML export functionality only briefly. It was
classified as a redefinition device, the notation (HTML pages) was deemed to be suc-
cinct and closely related to the result, and the feature was considered useful for stop-
ping and checking the work done so far.
User Evaluation Summary The potential issues of usability in the editor identified
by workshop participants are summarized in Table 15. As is the case with the results
from the developer’s own evaluation, not all of these issues would require changes to
the editor itself, but could instead be alleviated by improving the documentation. For
example, the terms and tables deemed confusing could be explained in verbose before
putting people to work with the editor. Some other issues could be improved upon by
21The appearance of the file selection dialog boxes is operating system dependent, and not all of them
support showing preview icons for image files in Java programs
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changes in the user interface of the editor, but some others, like allowing notes, would
require additional functionality.
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Table 15: Summary of potential problems identified by workshop participants
potential issue editor window related dimensions
mentioned
by
the need for scrolling
reduces visibility
scene editor
visibility &
juxtaposability
D
the structure of stories is
unclear
everywhere visibility A
undo with CTRL-Z does
not work
everywhere
viscosity,
provisionality
B
the terms time period and
scene are difficult to
understand
scene/time
period editor
hard mental
operations
D
the matrix of scenes and
periods is confusing
time period
editor
hard mental
operations, role
expressiveness
B, C
spelling mistakes are
possible
everywhere error proneness C
trying to edit a screen
without saving the last
one
scene editor error proneness B
importing pictures of an
actor with a wrong size
actor editor error proneness B
the purpose of some UI
components is unclear
actor editor role expressiveness B
evaluating a whole story
requires using a phone
and the LIEKSAMYST
server
everywhere
progressive
evaluation
A, B
the script of a story
should be decided in
advance
everywhere
premature
commitment
A
it is impossible to add
notes
everywhere secondary notation B, D
the objects table is
difficult to understand
photo and sound
editor
hard mental
operations, role
expressiveness
B, C
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7 Analysis
The main question of this thesis is “how does the use of cognitive dimensions of no-
tation affect the software development process of a content editor for a mobile game
platform?” In chapters 5 and 6 we have described how the LIEKSAMYST EDITOR was
developed with input from potential users and evaluated using the cognitive dimen-
sions of notation framework. To answer the research question, we have to analyze—in
part speculatively—how the process would have differed had the CDs framework been
applied differently, or not at all. Specifically, we have to consider three different sce-
narios:
 the CDs framework was not used at all;
 the CDs framework was used by the developer or users only, that is, the other
party’s review would not be based on CDs; and
 the CDs framework was used by both the developer and users, which matches
with the actual situation.
We will analyze these scenarios in this chapter, each in its own section. After those we
will answer the research questions of this thesis in Section 7.4.
7.1 No Cognitive Dimensions of Notation
The cognitive dimensions of notation were brought into use with the LIEKSAMYST
EDITOR in the spring of 2011, when it was already mostly complete. Thus much of
design, development, and testing had already been done without any reference to CDs.
Some of the feedback from future users is discussed in Section 5.3.3 (Incorporating
Feedback from the Target Group) as part of the design, but the process dutifully con-
tinued over to implementation. For example, in June 2010 a museum curator who was
using the editor to compose new stories for LIEKSAMYST gave several suggestions
for improvement, such as making the various language selection lists present in the
editor more meaningful by ordering the most probable languages in the beginning of
the lists (in CDs terms, improving visibility in the language selection sub-device), and
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adding confirmation questions to certain places to avoid accidental data loss (reducing
error-proneness).
We can say that before the introduction of CDs the development of the editor had pro-
ceeded according to the user-centered design process. It is possible that familiarity with
cognitive dimensions could have allowed some feedback from the users to the devel-
oper to be formulated using the corresponding terms, although there is no evidence to
support the idea that any feedback would have been withdrawn due to missing words.
Besides the feedback from potential users, one must also consider how, and if, the de-
veloper’s own evaluation of the editor would have come out without cognitive dimen-
sions of notation. This work is largely driven by the necessity of the thesis; without it,
there would be no evaluation.
7.2 Cognitive Dimensions of Notation by the Developer or Users
Only
The evaluations performed by the developer and by users highlighted partially same
issues, but a majority of the results do not overlap. In Table 16 we have paired the issues
brought up by users with the matching discoveries from the developer’s evaluation. As
can be seen, the following issues were mentioned by users but not by the developer:
 the need for scrolling reduces visibility
 undo with CTRL-Z does not work
 spelling mistakes are possible
 trying to edit a screen without saving the last one
 importing pictures of an actor with a wrong size
 evaluating a whole story requires using a phone and the LIEKSAMYST server
On the other hand, 11 issues and features were mentioned by the developer but not by
users:
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Table 16: Summary of issues identified by both the developer and users
issue identified by users best matching items in the developer’s evaluation
the need for scrolling
reduces visibility
the structure of stories is
unclear
(abstractions) a scene, a time period, an actor, a
media object
undo with CTRL-Z does
not work
the terms time period and
scene are difficult to
understand
(abstractions) a scene, a time period
the matrix of scenes and
periods is confusing
(viscosity) inserting a scene amid already ordered
scenes in the time period editor
(premature commitment) creating the first scene in
a story in the time period editor
(abstractions) a time period
(secondary notation) the graph form of a time
period (helps)
misspelling is possible
trying to edit a screen
without saving the last
one
importing pictures of an
actor with a wrong size
the purpose of some UI
components is unclear
(viscosity) adding a new actor
(abstractions) an actor
(visibility) juxtaposing the details of two actors
(secondary notation) the preview panels (helps)
evaluating a whole story
requires using a phone
and the LIEKSAMYST
server
the script of a story
should be decided in
advance
(premature commitment) creating content for
scenes, creating the first scene in a story
it is impossible to add
notes
(secondary notation) comments only possible in the
photo and sound editor and in the location
organizer
the objects table is
difficult to understand
(abstractions) a media object
(visibility) locating a desired image that may
already be imported, locating a desired audio file
that may already be imported
(secondary notation) comments about media
objects
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 (viscosity) The scene editor: moving content between scenes, changing an actor
used in a story
 (viscosity) The photo and sound editor: search and replace
 (viscosity) The location organizer: moving locations and stories
 (hidden dependencies) The actor editor (affects also the scene editor): modifying
an actor
 (hidden dependencies) The photo and sound editor (affects also the scene editor):
changing a photo or sound, removing unused sounds and photos
 (abstractions) The main window and file operations: media file name follows
story file name in file chooser
 (visibility) The scene editor: juxtaposing two scenes
 (secondary notation) The scene editor: the preview panels
 (secondary notation) The location organizer: descriptions of locations
It can be concluded that even though the developer listed more of the issues and qual-
ities of the editor, the issues brought up by users are more likely such that matter in
practice. In the next section we will see that the results from these two evaluations
should be used together.
7.3 Cognitive Dimensions of Notation used by both the Developer
and Users
The LIEKSAMYST EDITOR has been evaluated by both the developer and by potential
users. Through these evaluations, we have learned about all the issues discussed in
Chapter 6. Reflecting on the different results of the evaluations as done in Section 7.2
we can see that the two support each other; the developer might have performed a more
thorough evaluation bringing up more issues and discussing more features of the editor,
but users discovered problems that actually matter to them.
After all this evaluation it is good to remember that the purpose of a usability anal-
ysis is not to only document weaknesses in system design, but also to act upon the
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results (Nielsen, 2000). It would be important to classify the problems according to
how important they are to fix, how difficult they are to fix, and act based on those
classifications and available resources.
After the first round of fixing defects the evaluation should be repeated. As sug-
gested by (Nielsen, 1993), two testing rounds should be the minimum to make sure
the changes done as a response to the first evaluation did not actually worsen the us-
ability. In the development of the LIEKSAMYST EDITOR the evaluation with cognitive
dimensions of notation was a late add-on only, though; decent usability of the edi-
tor was already achieved during the development process, through several meetings to
discuss early plans and detailed feedback from a museum curator who was using the
editor for its intended purpose starting in 2010.
7.4 Effects of Utilizing Cognitive Dimensions of Notation
Based on the experiences gathered from the development and evaluation of the LIEK-
SAMYST EDITOR we can answer the main research question of this thesis: How does
the use of cognitive dimensions of notation affect the software development process of
a content editor for a mobile game platform? In the question the neutral word affect
accepts the possibility that applying CDs can have both positive and negative implica-
tions.
On the positive side the use of CDs has enabled to construct an evaluation that can be
contributed to and understood—at least for most parts—by all parties interested in the
editor, developers and users alike. The aim of the CDs framework is to bring a common
vocabulary into the discussion, allowing also non-experts (of human-computer interac-
tion and software development) to bring forward their concerns in a structured manner
(Blackwell and Green, 2003). That purpose has been reached in our experience.
On the negative side we found that the general purpose cognitive dimensions of nota-
tion questionnaire is in parts difficult to understand. Similar to the findings of (Tuki-
ainen, 2001, see Section 6.1), the terms notation, hidden dependencies (few answers),
consistency (few answers), and sub-devices in general (only one participant listing any)
appeared difficult to grasp in a limited time. It would be possible to ameliorate the
problem at least partly by adding more examples and extending the descriptions for the
terms. The alternative approach of limiting the questionnaire by removing supposedly
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unnecessary questions is warned against, because the person selecting the questions
to retain might overlook aspects that are important for the usability of the system, es-
pecially if the person is also the designer or developer of the system (Blackwell and
Green, 2003, p. 11).
An alternative for letting the testers fill the CDs questionnaire themselves is to use it as
a basis for an interview. When answering questions about a certain dimension (such as
visibility)—and even more when filling the questionnaire without verbal guidance—
testers might describe problems that should rather be attributed to another dimension
(such as hidden dependencies). An interview could be recorded and the answers tran-
scribed and codified later to match the most relevant dimensions instead of those of the
questions prompting them. (Blackwell, 2011; Blackwell et al., 2004)
If the cognitive dimensions of notation were applied earlier in the design and devel-
opment process, the results from the evaluation could be utilized for improving the
design. The process could then be repeated iteratively until a sufficient level of us-
ability would be reached (Nielsen, 1993). It would be interesting to explore how the
cognitive dimensions framework would perform in this situation. Would it be as ’sim-
ple’ as letting a number of testers use the system and fill out the cognitive dimensions
questionnaire at each iteration or should the questionnaire be different in the very early
stages of design (for example, to be even more broad-brush than in its current form),
and what would be the optimal number of testers and iterations?
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8 Conclusions
Increase in the number of personal mobile devices and pervasive internet connections
has led to an increase in the number of mobile services and applications, both in general
and especially in museums and other tourist attractions. The content for these systems
is created by someone, and consequently, there must exist a system for creating this
content and entering it for people to see.
As was shown in Chapter 3, there exist many kinds of systems designed to either help
people learn, or to test their knowledge, while using a mobile device in a museum
or during a field trip. However, none of the reviewed systems and their associated
editing systems matched the features of LIEKSAMYST and the requirements set forth
for the editor for LIEKSAMYST. In particular, the reviewed systems do not provide the
desired usability with the Nokia N95 and Nokia E52 phones that the Pielinen Museum
purchased to be used as client devices after the early days of LIEKSAMYST.
An editor for LIEKSAMYST was designed and implemented to match both the existing
LieksaMyst system and the wishes of the museum curators, as described in Chapter 5.
The editor is usable and works for its purpose, and at least two people—in addition
to those who participated in the usability workshops—have used the editor to enter
several new stories into LIEKSAMYST without supervision from me, the developer. I
have some ideas how to implement the scene editor window (Figure A.6) in a different
way that would be easier both for the users and for me—inspired by the INTERBOOK
editor reviewed in Section 3.2—but putting those ideas into action will have to wait
until a second version of the editor, or perhaps until another project completely.
The usability of the developed editor was analyzed using the cognitive dimensions of
notation framework. The framework provided a common vocabulary, which allowed
the evaluations by me and by volunteer users to be compared, and for unified analysis
results to be presented.
The analysis pointed out several usability issues that should—with time and resources
allowing—be fixed or documented carefully to improve the usability of the editor fur-
ther. Some of these problems could have been avoided by analyzing the usability
formally during the design and development, instead of only after implementation. Al-
though many of the issues might have been expressed during the design meetings, or at
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least passed through the minds, only writing the notions down makes them something
concrete—something that needs to be acted upon or dismantled with care.
Use of the cognitive dimensions of notation framework in iterative software develop-
ment has not been widely researched. Ideas for such research are outlined in Sec-
tion 7.4. Nevertheless, even in the form it was applied for the purpose of this thesis the
cognitive dimensions of notation framework has proved to be a useful tool for evaluat-
ing the usability of software. The process has been painless, giving noticeable results
with limited resources and a small number of testers.
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Appendices
Appendix A Editor Screenshots
Figures A.1–A.8 show the user interface of the latest version (v0.9g) of the editor at
the end of year 2011.
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Figure A.1: The editor main window
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Appendix B Source Code Overview
This appendix contains a short statement of purpose for each package, class, and inter-
face of the editor source code. This documentation has been extracted from the source
code comments. Refer to the figures for overviews of each package and the realization
and generalization associations.
B.1 util
ExtensionFilter
HTMLExporter
(editor.file)
JDialog
(javax.swing)
PopUpMenuTextUI
ProgressDialog
TableSorterAbstractTableModel(javax.swing.table)
FileFilter
(javax.swing.filechooser)
TextUI
(javax.swing.plaf)
«interface»
FileFilter
(java.io)
«interface»
ProgressDialog.ProgressTrackable
«interface»
Runnable
(java.lang)
«static»
BareBonesBrowserLaunch
«static»
ImageLib
«static»
Jdk16Features
«static»
PopUpMenuTextUI.TextAreaUI
«static»
PopUpMenuTextUI.TextFieldUI
Figure B.1: package util
Contains various classes that are not
specific to the editor code and could be
re-used elsewhere.
public class BareBonesBrowser-
Launch
Methods for opening a web browser
or the default handler for a file or di-
rectory. Since Java 1.6 there is a
class java.awt.Desktop that can
be used for these things. For Java 1.5
we need to improvise.
public class ExtensionFilter
A filter that accepts files based on their
extensions.
public class ImageLib
Handy image handling methods.
public class Jdk16Features
A class to enable some Java 1.6 features. Currently there is only a method to set the
icon images of a frame.
public class PopUpMenuTextUI
A wrapper UI around TextFieldUI (used in normal JTextField components)
and TextAreaUI (JTextArea) which adds a menu of clipboard actions (cut, copy,
B.1
paste, and delete and select all) to the component. The menu can be opened for example
by right clicking on the component (platform dependent).
public static class PopUpMenuTextUI.TextAreaUI
Clipboard action popup menu wrapper for the TextAreaUI UI type.
public static class PopUpMenuTextUI.TextFieldUI
Clipboard action popup menu wrapper for the TextFieldUI UI type.
public class ProgressDialog
A dialog box for tracking the progress of long-lasting operations. The dialog box shows
a progress bar and a textual description (provided by callers).
public static interface ProgressDialog.ProgressTrackable<E>
An interface for classes that can be executed as tracked.
public class TableSorter
TableSorter is a decorator for TableModels; adding sorting functionality to a
supplied TableModel. This is a long overdue rewrite of a class of the same name
that first appeared in the swing table demos in 1997. Version 2.0 02/27/04. Copyright
(c) 1995 - 2008 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
B.2 datamodel
StoryWorld
Figure B.2:
package
datamodel
Contains the data model of the stories. The classes in this package and
sub-packages form the internal representation of the stories without any
user interface code. The data model classes should always match the
classes used in the LIEKSAMYST server code.
public class StoryWorld
A collection of stories, actors, and media objects. An object of this class contains
everything that is loaded from a story file.
B.3 datamodel.enigma
B.2
This package contains all data model classes except datamodel.db.MuseumOb-
ject.
Action
ActionObject
Activity
Actor
FinalScene
InvitationEnigma
Location
Question
ScenePart
Story
StoryEnigma
StoryPath
StoryPath.OrderedEnigma
TransitionEnigma
Enigma«interface»
Cloneable
(java.lang)
«interface»
Serializable
(java.io)
Figure B.3: package datamodel.enigma
public class Action
An action within an Activity.
public class ActionObject
This class represents an action object
which belongs to a specific Action.
Detailed information for the Action-
Objects could be retrieved from the
database prior to their creation.
public class Activity
Activity class represents an activity
within a story enigma. It is a simple class
wrapping together related Actions and a name.
public class Actor
This class represents a virtual actor with whom the player is chatting.
public abstract class Enigma
Abstract enigma class from which all concrete enigma classes are derived.
public class FinalScene
The final scene in an enigma.
public class InvitationEnigma
An invitation enigma is basically a subset of the normal StoryEnigma.
public class Location
This class represents a physical location in a game. A location consists of Enigmas
and Stories that reside in that location.
public class Question
This class represents a question within an Enigma.
public class ScenePart
Part of a StoryEnigma. These parts are tied together sequentially to form a story.
B.3
public class Story
A story is a collection of scenes and time periods.
public class StoryEnigma
This enigma represents a story which consists of several StoryParts. The Story-
Parts are presented to the player in predefined order. Each part has a related object.
At the end of the story, a question or questions can be asked.
public class StoryPath
Specifies a period of time (set of scenes) that the player can play at once. The time
period is defined by the enigmas included in the period.
public static class StoryPath.OrderedEnigma
A datamodel.enigma.Enigma associated with a serial number; used in defining
the relative order of enigmas.
public class TransitionEnigma
An enigma that doesn’t contain any real content. This class was used to aid in imple-
menting scene selection logic by having transition enigmas present in some paths but
not others. The player would ever only see the title of these enigmas. In the current
code an empty StoryEnigma serves the same purpose.
B.4 datamodel.db
MuseumObject
«interface»
Serializable
(java.io)
Figure B.4:
package
datamodel.db
Media object specific classes of the data model.
public class MuseumObject
This class represents a single object (a photo or sound entity).
B.5 datamodel.writer
Contains classes for writing stories to files.
public class XmlEncoderWriter
A class for saving a story world into a directory as XML files.
B.4
public static interface XmlEncoderWriter.StorySavingTracker
An interface for those interested in tracking story saving progress.
XmlEncoderWriter
XmlZipWriter
«interface»
XmlEncoderWriter.StorySavingTracker
«interface»
ZipUtility.WriteProgressTracker
«static»
ZipUtility
Figure B.5:
package data-
model.writer
public class XmlZipWriter
A class for saving a story world into a ZIP file.
public class ZipUtility
Contains some methods to handle ZIP files.
public static interface ZipUtility.WriteProgressTracker
An interface for a class that can visualize the progress in saving data.
B.6 datamodel.readers
Contains classes for reading stories from files.
public class DataFormatUpgrader
A class for performing necessary format upgrades in StoryWorlds.
XmlDecoderReader
XmlZipReader
«interface»
StoryReader
«static»
DataFormatUpgrader
Figure B.6: package
datamodel.read-
ers
public interface StoryReader
An interface for a class that can read enigmas from some source.
public class XmlDecoderReader
A class that reads enigmas from XML files inside a directory.
public class XmlZipReader
A class that reads enigmas from XML files inside ZIP files.
B.7 editor
Contains the main editor class, LieksaMystEditor, and some other large-entity
classes.
public class ActorEditor
An editor dialog box for story actors, i.e., game characters. The window contains also
a preview of each actor’s images and negative comments.
public class CollapsibleMovablePanelHeader
B.5
A wrapper component allowing scene parts and actions to be re-ordered and collapsed
out of view.
ActorEditor
CollapsibleMovablePanelHeader
JDialog
(javax.swing)
JFrame
(javax.swing)
JPanel
(javax.swing)
LanguageLocationPair
LieksaMystEditor
LocaleItem
LocationEditor
StoryMerger
«interface»
ContainerListener
(java.awt.event)
«interface»
ListSelectionListener
(javax.swing.event)
«interface»
PropertyChangeListener
(java.beans)
«interface»
Runnable
(java.lang)
«static»
StoryTools
Figure B.7: package editor
public class LanguageLocationPair
A language-location construct. This class is used
in LieksaMystEditor and LocationEditor in
combo boxes that show locations separated by language.
public class LieksaMystEditor
The main class of the LIEKSAMYST EDITOR. This class
contains the main method that starts the editor, and it
also forms the main window of the program.
public class LocaleItem
An item in a language selection list. The toString()
method of this class formats a locale in "code – language
name" format.
public class LocationEditor
High-level organizer of languages, locations and stories.
public class StoryMerger
A tool for merging two story sets (a story file and associated media files) together.
Stories, actors, and objects are renamed when necessary to avoid collisions.
public class StoryTools
A collection of tools particularly useful with data structures following the data model
of the server and editor.
B.8 editor.file
Contains classes for loading, saving, and exporting stories.
public class HTMLExporter
A class which export the stories in a StoryWorld to an HTML file. The images used
in the stories are stored in a sub-directory named after the HTML file.
public class LoadDialog
B.6
A dialog box for opening a story file and the associated media file. Contains two file
selection dialog boxes together, of which the one below typically selects the correct
media file automatically when the user selects the story file in the upper chooser.
HTMLExporter
JDialog
(javax.swing)
LoadDialog SaveDialog
«interface»
ActionListener
(java.awt.event)
«interface»
ProgressDialog.ProgressTrackable
(util)
Figure B.8: package editor.file
public class SaveDialog
A dialog box for saving a story file and the associ-
ated media files. SaveDialog is otherwise sim-
ilar to LoadDialog, but some UI components
have different labels and functionality.
B.9 editor.screen
Contains semi-general editor components for a
text-photo combination and a multiple choice panel.
JPanel
(javax.swing) MultichoicePanel
TextPhotoPanel
«interface»
DocumentListener
(javax.swing.event)
«interface»
PropertyChangeListener
(java.beans)
Figure B.9: package
editor.screen
public class MultichoicePanel
Editor for the multiple choice question part of a scene part.
public class TextPhotoPanel
An editor for a single text (and possibly photo and sound) part
of a scene.
B.10 editor.object
JDialog
(javax.swing)
JPanel
(javax.swing)
MuseumObjectEditor
ObjectImportDialog
PhotoField
SoundField
«interface»
ListSelectionListener
(javax.swing.event)
«static»
Tools
Figure B.10: package
editor.object
Contains the classes for editing media objects.
public class MuseumObjectEditor
Editor for photos and sounds. This is used both for editing the
objects and for allowing for them to be chosen when editing a
scene.
public class ObjectImportDialog
A dialog box for importing sounds and photos to the Museum-
ObjectEditor. Allows the user to choose the path and
name for the imported file, as well as to change the size of images.
B.7
public class PhotoField
A text field/button combination for selecting a photo. There are buttons to open the
photo selection window (from MuseumObjectEditor) and to show the selected
photo.
public class SoundField
A text field/button combination for selecting a sound. There are buttons to open the
sound selection window (from MuseumObjectEditor) and to listen to the selected
sound.
public class Tools
Utility methods used in MuseumObjectEditor and some other classes. Contains,
for example, methods to preview photos and sounds.
B.11 editor.taginterfaces
InsertActionPanel
(editor.activity)
InsertPartPanel
(editor.scene)
«interface»
RemovableWithFollowingComponent
Figure B.11: package
editor.taginterfaces
Contains interfaces (currently only one) that mark imple-
menting classes as eligible for something.
public interface RemovableWithFollowingCom-
ponent
A component implementing this interface may be auto-
matically removed from a common parent component when the "next" component is
removed. For example, an insert button may become unnecessary when a part of an
story is removed from between two insert buttons.
B.12 editor.timeperiod
Contains classes for editing and visualizing time periods.
public class ExistingSceneButton
A button component used in the time period graph. Allows switching to an existing
scene.
public class SceneAddButton
B.8
A button component used in the time period graph. Allows adding a new scene to the
time period.
ExistingSceneButton
JButton
(javax.swing)
JPanel
(javax.swing)
SceneAddButton
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SceneOrdererPanel
TimePeriodEditorPanel
«interface»
ActionListener
(java.awt.event)
«interface»
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PropertyChangeListener
(java.beans)
Figure B.12: package
editor.timeperiod
public class SceneOrderedGraph
A panel visualizing the structure of a time period. Optionally
this panel contains buttons for adding new scenes.
public class SceneOrdererPanel
A container for SceneOrderedGraph used in editor.-
scene.SceneEditorFrame. Contains elements for
choosing another time period and for opening the time pe-
riod editor.
public class TimePeriodEditorPanel
The time period editor. This is typically placed inside a
JOptionPane.
B.13 editor.finalscene
FinalScenePanel
FinalScenePreviewPanel
JPanel
(javax.swing)
«interface»
DocumentListener
(javax.swing.event)
«interface»
EditorComponent
(editor.scene)
«interface»
PropertyChangeListener
(java.beans)
Figure B.13: package
editor.finalscene
Contains classes for editing a final scene part of a scene.
public class FinalScenePanel
Shows the final scene part of a scene.
public class FinalScenePreviewPanel
Contains both a final scene and the associated preview.
B.14 editor.scene
Contains the classes for editing a scene.
public class ActorComboBox
A combo box component for choosing the actor for each part and action of a story.
public class ActorComboBoxModel
A combo box model strictly used in ActorComboBox only. This data model supports
adding and removing actors in currently visible combo boxes.
B.9
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Figure B.14: package
editor.scene
public interface EditorComponent
The contents of a component that implements this inter-
face can be saved or reverted. The component probably
maintains its original contents (such as text) in a loca-
tion that is auxiliary to the content shown to the user
(text in a text field).
public class InsertPartPanel
The panel that contains a single button for adding a new
ScenePart. At least one of these is always visible
when a scene is open.
public class PartPanel
Editor part for a single scene part.
public class PartPreviewPanel
Contains an editor for a scene part and the associated
preview.
public class ResourceUpdater
A mediator for updating actor information in preview components. A Resource-
Updater listens for PropertyChange events and updates the actor’s images and
name in a preview when the actor in a scene part or activity is changed.
public class SaveEditPanel
The panel with edit/revert, save, and remove buttons.
public class SceneEditorFrame
The window for editing a scene. Contains a ScenePanel and a menu bar.
public class ScenePanel
An editor for a scene. Contains the time period graph of a story for switching between
scenes and shows a scene inside a scroll panel.
B.15 editor.preview
Contains classes needed for preview (mostly in sub-packages).
B.10
JFrame
(javax.swing)
JPanel
(javax.swing) PreviewComponent
SwitchablePreviewPanel
Preview
(editor.preview.composite)
«interface»
PropertyChangeListener
(java.beans)
«static»
TestPreview
Figure B.15: package editor.preview
public class PreviewComponent
The base class for preview screen compo-
nents.
public class SwitchablePreviewPanel
A component for switching between multi-
ple preview windows. Through this compo-
nent the user can cycle (by pushing buttons) through several preview screens that are
associated with some part of a story, for example the question, options, and feedback
of a multiple choice question.
public class TestPreview
A test window for testing preview screens.
B.16 editor.preview.composite
ActionPreview
ActorImagePreview
FinalScenePreview
PreviewComponent
(editor.preview)
StoryPartPreview
Preview
Figure B.16: package
editor.preview.com-
posite
Contains classes for composite previews: previews that
show multiple screens for a single entity in a story. For
example, a multiple choice question appears in a preview
as three preview screens: text before question, question
and options, feedback after the correct answer.
public class ActionPreview
Preview for the objects to find, i.e., the actions of an ac-
tivity.
public class ActorImagePreview
Preview screen for an actor’s images and negative feedbacks. Used in ActorEditor.
public class FinalScenePreview
Preview screen for the final scene part of a scene.
public abstract class Preview
The super class of all composite previews (previews that can flip between multiple
screens).
public class StoryPartPreview
Preview for the normal story parts.
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B.17 editor.preview.component
Image
ImageLoader
JLabel
(javax.swing)
ListViewTextPane
ViewComponent
«interface»
Runnable
(java.lang)
Figure B.17: package
editor.preview.component
Contains classes for the individual elements (text
and images) in preview screens.
public class Image
An image element in a preview.
public class ImageLoader
An image caching class for previews.
public class ListView
A ListView (a vertical list of strings) element in a preview.
public class TextPane
A TextPane (simple or multiline string) element in a preview.
public abstract class ViewComponent
The base class for all elements in a preview screen.
B.18 editor.preview.templates
Contains the XML templates and resource properties that define the appearance of the
preview screens.
B.19 editor.activity
Contains classes related to editing an activity, i.e., search-for-object tasks.
public class ActionPanel
Represents a single Action (search-for-object task) in the UI.
public class ActionPanelWrapper
Contains an Action and the preview associated with it.
public class ActivityPanel
Contains all Actions (and their previews) in a scene.
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ActionPanel
ActionPanelWrapper
ActivityPanel
IdFeedbackPanel
InsertActionPanel
JPanel
(javax.swing)
«interface»
DocumentListener
(javax.swing.event)
«interface»
EditorComponent
(editor.scene)
«interface»
PropertyChangeListener
(java.beans)
«interface»
RemovableWithFollowingComponent
(editor.taginterfaces)
Figure B.18: package
editor.activity
public class IdFeedbackPanel
The id of and feedback for a single object (of at most two
alternatives) in an Action. Used in ActionPanel.
public class InsertActionPanel
The panel that contains a single button for adding a new
Action. At least one of these is always visible when a
scene is open.
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Appendix C The Cognitive Dimensions Questionnaire
This appendix contains the question text of the cognitive dimensions questionnaire.
Instructional parts have been elided. For a full version and more information about the
questionnaire, please see (Blackwell and Green, 2000, 2007).
The text written emphasized has been filled by the developer of the LIEKSAMYST
EDITOR to evaluate the editor.
Section 1 - Background information
1. What is the name of the system? LieksaMyst editor
2. How long have you been using it? since the beginning, more than two years
3. Do you consider yourself proficient in its use? yes
4. Have you used other similar systems? (If so, please name them) no
Section 2 - Definitions
Section 3 – Parts of your system
5. What task or activity do you use the system for? making stories for LieksaMyst
6. What is the product of using the system? a story for LieksaMyst
7. What is the main notation of the system? text on a computer screen, key presses,
mouse clicks
8. When using the system, what proportion of your time (as a rough percentage) do
you spend:
(a) Searching for information within the notation 4%
(b) Translating substantial amounts of information from some other source into
the system 80%
(c) Adding small bits of information to a description that you have previously
created 10%
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(d) Reorganising and restructuring descriptions that you have previously cre-
ated 5%
(e) Playing around with new ideas in the notation, without being sure what will
result 1%
9. Are there any helper devices? (Please list them here, and fill out a separate copy
of section 5 for each one)
10. Are there any redefinition devices? (Please list them here, and fill out a separate
copy of section 5 for each one)
 the actor editor
 the photo and sound editor
Section 4 Questions about the main notation
11. How easy is it to see or find the various parts of the notation while it is being
created or changed? Why? visibility
and juxta-
posability
 Relatively easy
12. What kind of things are more difficult to see or find?
 Photo names and tag codes have to be checked from another window (the
object editor) when adding a search task to a scene (but the preview shows
these)
13. If you need to compare or combine different parts, can you see them at the same
time? If not, why not?
 Several stories can be open at the same time, but only one scene per story
and part of a scene fits in the view at a time (seeing the rest requires
scrolling)
14. When you need to make changes to previous work, how easy is it to make the
change? Why? viscosity
 Simple content changes (e.g., typo fixes) are easy
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15. Are there particular changes that are more difficult or especially difficult to
make? Which ones?
 Some structural changes are demanding, like moving content from one
scene to another (needs manual remove/re-add elsewhere)
16. Does the notation a) let you say what you want reasonably briefly, or b) is it
long-winded? Why? diffuse-
ness
 The written text is 1-to-1 with the result
17. What sorts of things take more space to describe?
 The structures automatically provided by the editor can feel extra if only
some parts of a scene are needed (the others are left empty)
18. What kind of things require the most mental effort with this notation? hard men-
tal opera-
tions
19. Do some things seem especially complex or difficult to work out in your head
(e.g. when combining several things)? What are they?
 The ordering of scenes in time periods may feel complicated, especially
when alternative scenes are needed
20. Do some kinds of mistake seem particularly common or easy to make? Which
ones? error
proneness
 In older versions the entered text was often too long for each part, but the
preview was improved to be more accurate since to reduce these errors
21. Do you often find yourself making small slips that irritate you or make you feel
stupid? What are some examples?
22. How closely related is the notation to the result that you are describing? Why?
(Note that in a sub-device, the result may be part of another notation, rather than
the end product). closeness
of map-
ping The notation matches result 1-to-1 (written text will appear on phone as
such)
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23. Which parts seem to be a particularly strange way of doing or describing some-
thing?
24. When reading the notation, is it easy to tell what each part is for in the overall
scheme? Why? role
expres-
siveness Yes. The text input boxes have captions
25. Are there some parts that are particularly difficult to interpret? Which ones?
26. Are there parts that you really don’t know what they mean, but you put them in
just because it’s always been that way? What are they?
27. If the structure of the product means some parts are closely related to other parts,
and changes to one may affect the other, are those dependencies visible? What
kind of dependencies are hidden? hidden
dependen-
cies Editing sounds and objects can be hazardous; the object editor doesn’t
show which objects are in use and in which stories; the user could even
delete an object that is in use without a warning
28. In what ways can it get worse when you are creating a particularly large descrip-
tion?
 The object editor doesn’t maintain any hierarchy for sounds and photos;
the users have to be careful and systematical themselves
29. Do these dependencies stay the same, or are there some actions that cause them
to get frozen? If so, what are they?
30. How easy is it to stop in the middle of creating some notation, and check your
work so far? Can you do this any time you like? If not, why not? pro-
gressive
evaluation Checking the result on phones takes some effort (that is not performed with
the editor); the editor doesn’t prevent it. The preview feature gives a partial
view of the end result in real time
31. Can you find out how much progress you have made, or check what stage in your
work you are up to? If not, why not?
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 If the content is translated from some other format, the user knows how
much has been translated; the editor itself has no notion of progress (ev-
erything can be saved and tried on the phone, though)
32. Can you try out partially completed versions of the product? If not, why not?
 Everything can be tested before completion
33. Is it possible to sketch things out when you are playing around with ideas, or
when you aren’t sure which way to proceed? What features of the notation help
you to do this? provision-
ality
 Parts of stories can be edited (to complete text, add photos, ...), removed,
and new ones added in between, and thus the first sketches don’t have to be
final
34. What sort of things can you do when you don’t want to be too precise about the
exact result you are trying to get?
 Using place-holder texts and images is possible. The final content can be
added later
35. When you are working with the notation, can you go about the job in any order
you like, or does the system force you to think ahead and make certain decisions
first? premature
commit-
ment Mostly the order is free, but not completely
36. If so, what decisions do you need to make in advance? What sort of problems
can this cause in your work?
 Locations before stories
 Stories before their contents
 Content is hard to move from a scene to another, thus each scene needs to
be defined before the content for it is complete
37. Where there are different parts of the notation that mean similar things, is the
similarity clear from the way they appear? Please give examples. consis-
tency
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 Text boxes, components for selecting photos and sound, etc. are similar in
all parts of the editor
38. Are there places where some things ought to be similar, but the notation makes
them different? What are they?
39. Is it possible to make notes to yourself, or express information that is not really
recognised as part of the notation? secondary
notation
 At the moment there is no place for user notes or comments in the editor
40. If it was printed on a piece of paper that you could annotate or scribble on, what
would you write or draw?
41. Do you ever add extra marks (or colours or format choices) to clarify, emphasise
or repeat what is there already? [If yes: does this constitute a helper device? If
so, please fill in one of the section 5 sheets describing it]
42. Does the system give you any way of defining new facilities or terms within the
notation, so that you can extend it to describe new things or to express your ideas
more clearly or succinctly? What are they? abstraction
manage-
ment no
43. Does the system insist that you start by defining new terms before you can do
anything else? What sort of things?
44. If you wrote here, you have a redefinition device: please fill in one of the section
5 sheets describing it.
45. Do you find yourself using this notation in ways that are unusual, or ways that
the designer might not have intended? If so, what are some examples? extra:
novel use
46. After completing this questionnaire, can you think of obvious ways that the de-
sign of the system could be improved? What are they? extra: im-
provement
47. Could it be improved specifically for your own requirements?
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Section 5 – Questions about sub-devices
Please fill out a copy of this page for each sub-device in the system.
48. This page is describing: a helper device, or a redefinition device
49. What is its name? The actor editor
50. What kind of notation is used in this sub-device? normal GUI elements and
interaction
51. When using this sub-device, what proportion of the time using it (as a rough
percentage) do you spend:
(a) Searching for information within the notation 0%
(b) Translating substantial amounts of information from some other source into
the system 80%
(c) Adding small bits of information to a description that you have previously
created 20%
(d) Reorganising and restructuring descriptions that you have previously cre-
ated 0%
(e) Playing around with new ideas in the notation, without being sure what will
result 0%
52. In what ways is the notation in this sub-device different from the main notation?
Please tick boxes where there are differences, and write a few words explaining
the difference.
 Is it easy to see different parts?
 Is it easy to make changes?
 Is the notation succinct or long-winded?
 Do some things require hard mental effort?
 Is it easy to make errors or slips?
 Is the notation closely related to the result?
 Is it easy to tell what each part is for?
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 Are dependencies visible? no
 Is it easy to stop and check your work so far?
 Is it possible to sketch things out?
 Can you work in any order you like?
 Are any similarities between different parts clear?
 Can you make informal notes to yourself?
 Can you define new terms or features? Used to define actors—name, im-
ages, feedback lines—that are used in stories
 Do you use this notation in unusual ways?
 How could the design of the system be improved?
Section 5 – Questions about sub-devices
Please fill out a copy of this page for each sub-device in the system.
53. This page is describing: a helper device, or a redefinition device
54. What is its name? The photo and sound editor
55. What kind of notation is used in this sub-device? normal GUI elements and
interaction
56. When using this sub-device, what proportion of the time using it (as a rough
percentage) do you spend:
(a) Searching for information within the notation 5%
(b) Translating substantial amounts of information from some other source into
the system 80%
(c) Adding small bits of information to a description that you have previously
created 15%
(d) Reorganising and restructuring descriptions that you have previously cre-
ated 0%
(e) Playing around with new ideas in the notation, without being sure what will
result 0%
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57. In what ways is the notation in this sub-device different from the main notation?
Please tick boxes where there are differences, and write a few words explaining
the difference.
 Is it easy to see different parts?
 Is it easy to make changes?
 Is the notation succinct or long-winded?
 Do some things require hard mental effort?
 Is it easy to make errors or slips?
 Is the notation closely related to the result?
 Is it easy to tell what each part is for?
 Are dependencies visible? no
 Is it easy to stop and check your work so far?
 Is it possible to sketch things out?
 Can you work in any order you like?
 Are any similarities between different parts clear?
 Can you make informal notes to yourself?
 Can you define new terms or features? Used to define media objects which
are referenced by numeric ids in the main notation
 Do you use this notation in unusual ways?
 How could the design of the system be improved?
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